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Abstract
Neurostimulators today provide high frequency Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) for therapeutic modulation
of diseased neural circuits. These devices are approved for the treatment of Parkinson's Disease, Essential
Tremor and Dystonia, and are in clinical evaluations for Epilepsy and Depression. Despite the success of
DBS therapy, the current systems are open-loop, where the clinician is the sensor and control algorithm,
and hence these are programmed with stimulation parameter settings based on acute clinical observations.
The need to move towards an effective closed-loop system drives the research for understanding the
dynamics of the neural circuits. This work assessed the feasibility of use of a unique implantable research
tool, which has sensing and algorithm technology added to an existing DBS device, for a chronic, in-vivo
study of the brain state dynamics in an ovine model and presented preliminary validation of the neural
interface. In addition, the sensing technology of this bi-directional neural interface was also validated
using data from Brain Machine Interface studies. Finally, the work also involved development of a
software tool which is a platform for analyzing neural activity datasets from different studies using
machine learning techniques.
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Epilepsy refers to a group of related neurological disorders, characterized by chronic episodes of
abnormal, excessive and synchronous firing of clusters of nerve cells called seizures. These epileptic
seizure episodes can vary in magnitude from person to person and can cause various symptoms ranging
from experiencing strange sensations, emotions, and behavior to convulsions, muscle spasms, and even
loss of consciousness in some people. About 50 million people worldwide have epilepsy, with almost
90% of these people being in developing countries [1]. Over 30% of people with epilepsy do not have
seizure control and suffer from refractory epilepsy [2] despite the best available medications and the
impressive breakthroughs in anti-epileptic drug therapies [3][4]. Epilepsy is more likely to occur in young
children or in people over the age of 65 years, and in patients recovering from brain surgeries [5].
Epilepsy can have one of various possible causes behind it or it could occur without the presence of an
apparent cause.
Traditionally, epilepsy drugs were prescribed to control seizures, and then surgery was needed in the
refractive epilepsy cases, where medications were ineffective [6]. More recently, the idea of
neurostimulation has emerged, where electrodes are appropriately placed in certain parts of the nervous
system, and are used to stimulate a specified neural circuit, or "target" site, electrically at high
frequencies. A potential advantage of neurostimulation is that it does not yield the common sedative side
effects of anti-epileptic drugs. Also, it is a great alternative, particularly for people who show no
improvement using other therapies or are not eligible for them. Further improvements in clinical outcome
might be enabled by advancements in technology.
1.2 Goal
Over the years, various target sites have been explored including the cerebellum [7], centromedian
thalamic nuclei [8], subthalamic nuclei [9] and the hippocampus [10]. Abnormalities in the hippocampus
have been identified to often be the focus of epileptic seizures. Early preclinical studies have shown that
the anterior nucleus of the thalamus in the brain acts like an amplifier and a synchronizer during seizure
episodes as part of a positive feedback loop in a neural circuit [11][12]. Both the anterior nucleus of the
thalamus and the hippocampus are part of the "Circuit of Papez", which has been implicated in temporal
lobe epilepsy [13]. The electroencephalography (EEG) activity in the two regions has been observed to
have strong correlations as part of this neural circuit and as a result, seizure activity can be interrupted by
targeting one of these sites [14]. Moreover, the results of the Stimulation of the Anterior Nucleus of the
Thalamus for Epilepsy (SANTE trial) case study illustrated promise for reduction in seizure episodes
[15].
There are currently three neurostimulation therapies being explored: Vagal Nerve Stimulation (approved
by the FDA), Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) for the anterior nucleus (AN) of the thalamus (Medtronic),
and closed-loop therapy at the site of the seizure focus (Neuropace). The first two therapies have been
implemented as part of "open-loop" systems, while the Neuropace Responsive Neurostimulator device
uses a simple feedback algorithm. All of these devices are challenging to program, and a clear connection
between stimulation parameters and circuit effects has not been established. Moving to an effective
"closed-loop" system will involve adding sensing and algorithmic capabilities to the implantable
neurostimulator device system.
1.3 Problem Statement
The research project proposed involves modeling the brain-state in a well-defined neural circuit correlated
with epileptic seizures and using it to create a brain state estimator to identify optimal parameter settings
for the neurostimulators to guide more effective programming and eventually deliver closed loop therapy.
It would leverage a unique implantable research tool that adds sensing and algorithm technology to an
existing DBS device, as well as a brain signal classification tool developed as part of this research.
To model the brain-state, we need a chronic-setting study where the device was implanted in a non-
anesthetized animal and recorded in-vivo brain circuit dynamics. In order to evaluate the feasibility stage
of such a study, the data collected during the acute phase in an earlier study needs to be processed in order
to ensure that the signals of interest can still be observed in the presence of the noise floor of the
implantable device, the artifacts from stimulation and the sense-stimulation interactions that arise from
using the same lead for both sensing and stimulation.
In order to create this new feature, which is going to be used in a clinical setting, to help a clinician
optimally program a patient's neurostimulator based on how the medical device interacts dynamically
with the nervous system, we also need a software program which could serve as a tool for data analysis
during the length of this project but moreover, it could also present an interface for the research clinician
to analyze neural activity data and observe different trends. From an engineering perspective, this feature
has a balance of these key elements: a clear unmet need, technical feasibility, scientific feasibility and
leverage for other technologies.
* Unmet Need: As mentioned earlier, the scientific and clinical foundation for the parameter
stimulations settings is not clear. This feature will use the response of the circuit of Papez to
establish parameters based on the patient's recovery from a stimulation burst. The direct
measurement of physiological markers will help give confidence that the cycling parameters are
robust clinically, and give a scientific foundation for the therapy settings.
* Technical Feasibility: The stimulation and sensing capabilities in the Activa@ PC+S make this
feature technically feasible. Also, we do not need to simultaneously sense in the presence of
stimulation, which relieves a major technical constraint. The major technical consideration if the
DBS target site, rather than the hippocampus, can be used for sensing.
* Scientific Feasibility: Initial studies at the Medtronic Physiology Research Laboratory [14]
showed a marked effect on brain state of the circuit of Papez from a stimulation burst. The results
helped to justify the parameters chosen for the SANTE trial, and also showed that the circuit has a
recovery period that makes cycling feasible. This work will build on this to provide patient-
specific programming of the simulation parameter settings to attempt to increase therapy efficacy
and acceptance of the therapy mechanism of action.
-MMIF-
* Leverage: This work builds on the technical foundation of the division (PC+S), licensed IP and
organic IP, and puts in place the framework for closed-loop stimulation based on a measurement
of brain state and stimulation, if studies show a dynamic nature of the response characteristic
(circadian, etc). It will also help to address similar programming issues in dystonia, depression
and obsessive compulsive disorder.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes the neural circuit of Papez implicated in Epilepsy.
It also offers a description of the current hardware specification of the device and the constraints this
specification imposes on the overall system. Chapter 3 walks through a feasibility analysis for application
of the implantable device for an in-vivo study of the neural circuits implicated in epilepsy. Chapter 4
introduces the Brain Signal Classification Tool which was developed to analyze patient data and run
classification algorithms to determine brain states and help in developing patient-specific detection
algorithms for download into the the implantable neurostimulator. Chapter 5 presents the results of
validation of the sensing technology in the implantable bi-directional neural interface using data from
brain machine interface studies. Chapter 6 describes chronic, in-vivo validation of the implantable bi-
directional neural interface using an ovine model. Finally, Chapter 7 wraps up with a conclusion and
details the directions for future work and research.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 The Circuit of Papez
A key driver for this thesis is identifying the best circuit for insertion of our research tool. The
hippocampus is part of the Papez Circuit and so is the anterior nucleus of the thalamus. The Papez circuit,
also known as the hippocampal/mammillothalamic tract, is one of the major subsets of the numerous
pathways that route through the various structures in the limbic system. It connects the anterior thalamic
nucleus, cingulate cortex, fornix, mammillary bodies, hippocampus, and the entorhinal cortex as shown in
Figure 2-1 [16]. The pathway, as illustrated in the diagram, goes from the hippocampus to the
mammillary bodies of the hypothalamus, then on to the anterior thalamic nucleus, the cingulate cortex,
and the entorhinal cortex, before finally returning to the hippocampus. This forms a sort of feedback
system. Also, there is evidence for strongly correlated abnormalities in the different structures involved in
the Papez circuit in patients with Temporal Lobe Epilepsy [17]. The feedback system and its implication
in epilepsy are probably the reasons why neural activity in the hippocampus is closely followed by that in
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Figure 2-1: The pathway in the circuit of Papez of the limbic system [16].
2.2 Medtronic's Neurostimulator Devices: Activa® PC, Activa* PC+S
The current model of the implantable neurostimulator at Medtronic, Activa@ PC delivers Deep Brain
Stimulation (DBS) therapy and is an example of an open-loop implantable system. This neurostimulator
is basically an implantable pulse generator (IPG) which is powered by a small battery and is placed near
the clavicle using surgery. The neurostimulator has a pair of leads, with four electrodes each, which run
subcutaneously up the neck and deep into the brain to the target site in a specific neural circuit for therapy
delivery. The leads have programmable channels for delivering DBS therapy to, and recording local field
potentials (LFPs) from the target site. LFPs are a result of superposition of potentials of a number of
neurons in the vicinity of the electrode. The neurostimulator is designed so that it is used in conjunction
with the physician monitoring the clinical symptoms that are observable externally (tremors, etc). An
external instrument called the "Clinician Programmer" is used by the physician to program parameter
settings into the device, which have been "known to" work and are validated in the patient with
observable data. The clinician programmer transfers information to and from the implantable device using
a wireless telemetry head. This has worked well for historical applications of the therapy, where the
response time of therapy is fast (order of seconds) and the clinical effects observable. Figure 2-2 shows
the sensing enabled implantable neurostimulator (INS), and the therapy management tools (clinician





Figure 2-3: Implantable neurostimulator (INS), telemetry head and clinician programmer (not drawn to scale).
However for future therapies, the fast response time and and the lack of observability clinically renders
programming a challenging task. For epilepsy in particular, we do not know how the action of the
neurostimulator affects the brain state and consequently how to determine the optimal parameter settings.
It might be possible to continuously monitor these effects, and better understand the effect of stimulation
to validate the device parameter settings. In addition, if these "brain state dynamics" are non-stationary, it
might be better to dynamically adjust to accommodate these changes. This leads us to the need to identify
a clear neural circuit related to epilepsy, monitor that circuit's response to stimulation by adding sensing
and algorithm to a device that is then inserted into this network, and then model the outcome of the neural










Figure 2-3: Ovine model for chronically monitoring the brain state dynamics.
The strategy for this project is to use a new research tool, the Activa@ PC+S, to chronically monitor
activity in critical neural circuit related to epilepsy. As shown in Figure 2-3, the device is implanted in an
animal model where one lead is placed in the thalamus and the other in the hippocampus. These two leads
can then capture activity in the circuit of Papez, which is described in the earlier section. The
hippocampus plays a major part in formation of memories and since memory is so dynamic, the
hippocampus contains extremely flexible neural circuitry. This extreme flexibility is what is believed to
make the hippocampus highly prone to epileptic seizures episodes. The hippocampus is also thought to be
the origin and/or the focal site for most epileptic seizures. This motivates the need to monitor activity
from the electrodes placed at the hippocampus site. On the other hand, the stimulation therapy, in case of
Activa® PC, is delivered via electrodes ending in the Anterior Nucleus (AN) of the thalamus in the brain.
The thalamus is a major "switching" station for signals in the brain, and its tight convergence of networks
lends itself to modulation with a simple electrode system. With sensing and stimulation lead placed in the
thalamus and a sensing lead placed in the hippocampus, we can measure and quantify the response of the
neural circuit to stimulation.
A key question is whether we can sense from the same leads as those that we are using to deliver
stimulation therapy. Ideally we would like to correlate the activity in the hippocampus and thalamus so
we can simplify our system. Early work has indicated this could be practical. Medtronic's Activa* PC+S,
which is the almost the same as Activa@ PC but with sensing capabilities added, has an electrode
configuration that takes advantage of the reciprocity relationship [18] so we can sense off the same lead as
the one delivering the stimulation therapy. However, on the physiological front the question still remains:
we do not know if the neural activity in the hippocampus closely relates to that in the anterior nucleus of
the thalamus, which would make it feasible to record seizures from the anterior nucleus, the current Deep
Brain Stimulation target site for epilepsy. If feasible though, this will give a key advantage of reducing the
added surgical complexities involved with the placement of several leads.
Chapter 3
Understanding Signal Characteristics
3.1 Acute Measurement of Neural Circuit Dynamics in an Ovine Model
Monitoring activity in the neural circuits is critical for understanding the mechanism of action by which
Deep Brain Stimulation for epilepsy inhibits seizures. It is also essential for establishing the differences
between the baseline brain state and the lasting effects of neurostimulation on different properties of this
baseline such as excitability, waveform etc., and for developing a model for the brain state dynamics. To
this extent, a preclinical, large animal (ovine) model, shown in Figure 2-2 was used for investigation of
Deep Brain Stimulation at the anterior nucleus of the thalamus.
A study conducted by Stypulkowski et al. [19] at the Medtronic Physiologic Research Laboratory (PRL),
involved implanting of a four electrode lead (3387) into the hippocampus (HG) and another four electrode
lead (3389) into the anterior nucleus (AN). The electrodes on each of these leads were numbered on a
scale of 0 to 3 depending on their location, where 0 denoted the deepest location. Each electrode could
be programmed independently to provide acute measurements of the brain state dynamics. The results of
this study illustrated a clear correlation of sensed neural circuit activity with stimulation settings. This
data is shown in Figure 3-1. The neural activity, measured as root-mean-square activity in the
hippocampus, shows a marked decrease in activity after a stimulation burst for different pulse durations.
Frequency settings show a similar behavior. The non-monotonic "strength-duration" ratio and dynamic
dependencies of the duty cycling motivate a decomposition of these signals to better guide the parameter
selection. The study also replicated the induction of ictal (seizure state) activity upon injection of
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Figure 3-1: Recovery transient after a stimulation burst, illustrating the dynamic behavior of the circuit of Papez
(stimulate in thalamus, record in hippocampus) [14].
3.2 Feasibility Study for Chronic, in-vivo Monitoring of Neural Circuit Dynamics
in an Ovine Model using an Implantable Bi-directional Interface
In order to move to chronically studying the brain state dynamics, we needed to perform a feasibility
analysis to allow further investigation using the capabilities of the implantable neurostimulator. The
current PC+S has two channels that support the simultaneous stimulation and sensing of hippocampal and
thalamic activity with electrode leads 3389 and 3387, respectively. This system was shown in Figure 2-2.
From the results of the acute setting study, we saw that low frequency stimulation (-5 Hz) of the Anterior
Nucleus (AN) of the Thalamus gives rise to an observable Evoked Potential (EP) response in the
Hippocampus since the two structures are connected through the circuit of Papez. The plot in Figure 3-2
shows a 30s burst of 5Hz stimulation at 4V in the AN and the observed EP responses in the HC.
[Stypulkowski, Giftakis]
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Figure 3-2: Local field potentials waveform from a channel in the anterior nucleus (top) and a channel in the
hippocampus (bottom).
3.2.1 Evoked Potential Response
Each pulse during this stimulation period gives rise to what is called the Evoked Potential (EP) response.
Here, a bipolar stimulation of AN [ANO(-), AN1(+)] is performed for 30s at 5Hz frequency with 120ps
pulse-width as before but at amplitudes of 2V, 4V, 6V, 8V and 10V as shown in Figure 3-3. The evoked
potential responses were observed using different channels in the hippocampus (HCO-HC1, HC1-HC2,
HC2-HC3, HCO-HC3). The evoked potential responses, recorded in the HC1-HC2 channel, were
averaged for a 10s window centered around the middle of the 30s stimulation burst in the montage
presented above, and plotted in Figure 3-4. We can see that this evoked potential response initially has
some high frequency components, which are followed by a relatively slower but significant decrease in
amplitude that gives rise to the evoked potential peak occurring ~30-40ms after the pulse. Later, there is a
general increase until the signal returns to baseline. The peak-to-peak amplitude is proportional to the
amplitude of stimulation but is on the order of a few hundred microVolts which is about three orders of
magnitude smaller than the stimulation amplitudes.
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Figure 3-3: Local field potentials waveform from channel ANO-AN3 (top) and channel HCO-HC1 (bottom) showing
the five bursts of stimulation of varying amplitudes.
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Figure 3-4: Average Evoked Potential response in channel HC1-HC2.
There was saturation of the neural circuit for stimulation amplitudes of 8V and 10V, which is the reason
for smaller evoked potential response recorded in the channel HCl-HC2, as can be seen in Figure 3-4.
The amplitude recovery time became larger as we increased the stimulation amplitude as was expected.
From the raw data, the recovery times appear to be 120ms for 2V, 140ms for 4V and 160ms for 6V
stimulation. Also, notice that the peak shifts leftwards as the amplitude of the stimulation increases, which
means that the initial response occurs faster. This shift is most noticeable when the stimulation amplitudes
are smaller.
The raw data measurements in the acute setting study were obtained using off-the-shelf equipment. The
question that concerns us when moving to a chronic study of the brain circuit dynamics is whether these
evoked potential responses can be observed using the Activa@ PC+S research tool where the noise floor is
higher and there are sense-stimulation interactions present in the system. To mimic the Activa@ PC+S
system, we created a signal post processing model where the raw local field potentials data first pass
through a high-pass filter (0.5Hz or 8.5Hz), and then through a low-pass filter (100Hz or 1000Hz),
followed by a 2-pole 100Hz low-pass filter. Finally, the data is down-sampled from the original sampling
rate of 2000Hz (off-the-shelf equipment) to 400Hz. The different options available for the filter are
programmable features present on the device already. Figure 3-5 shows the average evoked potential
response in channel HC1-HC2 after it undergoes the signal processing using two different filter
combinations (0.5Hz high-pass -> 100Hz low-pass, 8.5Hz high-pass -> 100Hz low-pass). After the signal
processing, the recovery time increases: -120ms for 2V and ~140ms for 4V. Also, the morphology of the
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Figure 3-5: Average Evoked Potential response in channel HC1-HC2 after signal processing which used 0.5Hz
high-pass -> 100Hz low-pass filter combination (left), 8.5Hz high-pass -> 100Hz low-pass filter combination (right),
and downsampling by a factor of 5.
3.2.2 Simulink® Model for Signal Processing
A Simulink@ model was used to program these different filter combinations. Figure 3-6 shows one such
model where the first filter is the 8.5Hz high-pass filter and it's followed by a 100Hz low-pass filter. The
pulse generator was used to simulate the stimulation at 5Hz frequency with pulse-width of 12 0ps and
amplitudes of 2V, 4V and 6V. The time scope block in Simulink@ captured the recovery of the transient
from stimulation pulses.
b utte r b utte r b utter
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Figure 3-6: SimulinkO model with a filter combination of 8.5Hz high-pass -> 100Hz low-pass
-> 2-pole 100Hz lowpass for estimating stimulation artifact.
The plot in Figure 3-7 shows the response to a stimulation pulses of amplitude 2V for the four different
filter combinations. The stimulation responses to the Simulink@ model are larger in amplitude and have a
recovery time of ~100ms when the 8.5Hz high-pass filter is used, compared to the case where 0.5Hz high-
pass filter is used. In case of 0.5Hz high-pass, the amplitude is smaller but complete recovery takes a
longer time. The actual stimulation recovery artifact also has a recovery time of -100ms, however, the
large dip in the recovery artifact is much delayed (-20ms) compared to the response to the Simulink@
model.
Figure 3-7: Response to a stimulation pulse of width 120ps and amplitude 2V for the different filter combinations
obtained using the Simulink® models.
3.2.3 Saline Tank Experiment
The Simulink@ model showed very short recovery times for the stimulation transient but this could have
been because this model is devoid of the more complex interactions present in the implanted system,
which faces an impedance at the target site and where sensing and stimulation are done using the same
lead. To incorporate these in the measurement of recovery times for the stimulation transient, several
experiments were designed and performed using a saline tank. This tank maintained electrolytes to
present an impedance of -1400-3000Q between the electrode contacts on the leads, to mimic the
impedance faced by the device at the DBS target site. The implantable device was programmed to observe
the recovery time of the research tool from stimulation like that performed in the acute setting ovine
model study. Each time, the device was set to 5Hz stimulation with 120 ps pulse-width and different
amplitudes. The response was recorded using the Lab Programmer, which is very similar to the Clinician
Programmer described in Chapter 2, but it has additional options and it offers more control over
programming various parameter settings. Figure 3-8 below shows the saline tank setup.
Figure 3-8: Saline tank setup showing the 8840T telemetry head placed on an Activa@ PC+S neurostimulator.
The experiments involved the same two leads (3387, 3389) that would be used in the chronic setting
ovine model study. Figure 3-9 shows these leads and depicts the distance configuration between the
electrodes present on these. Lead 3387 was used for sensing while lead 3389 was used for stimulation.
These leads were connected to the can (metal encasing of the electronics which is implanted in the chest
cavity) via extensions. A telemetry head, as discussed in Chapter 2, was used to communicate with the
device to program it and to download the compressed sensing data after the experiments.
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Figure 3-9: Leads used with the neurostimulator and the the estimated relative distances after implant [modified
from Implant Manual, Lead Kit for Deep Brain Stimulation - Medtronic DBSTM].
For the first experiment, lead 3387 was used. The Lead Integration Test showed that the impedance
between the electrode and the case was -1400Q. A unipolar stimulation and bipolar sensing (across the
electrodes adjacent to the stimulation electrode) configuration was used since this gives the worst case
scenario. The sense-stimulation interaction is lesser in magnitudes and the stimulation artifact is smaller
when stimulation and sensing are done on separate leads. The filter combination used was 8.5Hz high-
pass filter followed by a 100Hz low-pass filter. The response was recorded for a 5s duration for each of
the stimulation amplitudes of 2V, 4V and 6V. The following plots in Figure 3-10 show how the average
stimulation response looks like. The solid red and blue lines depict an average of several different
instances of stimulation transients (light pink lines) and evoked potential responses (light blue lines). The
green line is obtained by the superposition of the average stimulation response and the evoked potential
response.
Figure 3-10: Average Evoke Potential Response (obtained from the PRL study) superposed with the Average
Stimulation Recovery (obtained using the neurostimulator in the saline tank) for stimulation amplitudes of 2V (top-
left), 4V (top-right) and 6V (bottom).
We observe that there is a large dip in the evoked potential response that occurs between 20ms and 40ms
by which time the stimulation artifact has started to come back down to baseline. This observation is
promising so we can record the evoked potential responses while stimulating at low frequencies using our
research tool.
The protocol was repeated with the other filter combinations and the response was recorded each time for
a 5s duration for each of stimulation amplitudes: 2V, 4V and 6V. An average of the responses from each
of the pulses was taken. The following plot in Figure 3-11 shows how the stimulation response varied
with the different filter settings for a stimulation amplitude of 2V. We can observe that there is no
difference between the recovery transients as sensed by the lead for different filter combinations.
Figure 3-11: Comparison of stimulation recovery artifacts from unipolar stimulation (pulse-width 120us and
amplitude 2V) at electrode 1, and bipolar sensing across electrodes 0 and 2, on lead 3387, as the different filter
combinations were used in the saline tank experiment.
In a modified saline tank experiment setup, lead 3389 was used in order to simulate stimulation at the
anterior nucleus and lead 3387 to sense at the hippocampus, as will be used for the chronic setting ovine
model study. The filter combination for this experiment was the 8.5Hz high-pass filter followed by the
100Hz low-pass filter. The lead ends immersed in the saline tank were taped to a plastic grid to help with
distance measurements. These were separated at a distance of -15mm along the parallel axis and ~14mm
along the perpendicular axis to mimic the distances found between the implanted leads in the anterior
nucleus and the hippocampus in the sheep brain (mediolateral: ~12mm; dorsoventral: -7mm;
anteroposterior: -15mm). The distance along the parallel axis was varied by changing the electrode used
for unipolar stimulation on 3389. However the same electrodes (1,3) were used for bipolar sensing on
3387 throughout the experiment. The distance along the perpendicular axis was varied each time by
moving one of the leads to different positions on the grid. The following distances were used: ~14mm
(-2mm, +2mm and +4mm) in the perpendicular direction (corresponding to the mediolateral-dorsoventral
plane) and ~15mm (-2mm, +2mm and +4mm) in the parallel direction (corresponding to the
anteroposterior axis). Each time a different distance configuration was used, the response was recorded
for a 5s duration for each of stimulation amplitudes: 2V, 4V and 6V. An average of the responses from
each of the pulses was taken to obtain plots in Figure 3-12 (plots are shown only for stimulation
amplitudes of 2V and 6V). The measurements from the Lead Integration Test showed that the impedance
between the electrode and the case varied between -1550Q and -1800Q throughout this experiment.
Figure 3-12: The left-side plots compare the stimulation recovery artifacts obtained as the distance along
'ap' (anteroposterior) axis was varied while the distance in the 'mldv' (mediolateral-dorsoventral) plane was kept
constant at 14mm for stimulation amplitudes of 2V (top-left) and 6V (bottom-left); The right-side plots compare the
stimulation recovery artifacts obtained as the distance in the 'mldv' (mediolateral-dorsoventral) plane was varied
while the distance along 'ap' (anteroposterior) axis was kept constant at 15mm for stimulation amplitudes of 2V
(top-right) and 6V (bottom- right).
From this experiment, it looks like the stimulation response is not very sensitive to changes in the
distance configuration between the leads. However, the stimulation artifact observed in this setting is
definitely smaller than that observed when using unipolar stimulation and bipolar sensing on the lead
3387, which is the worst case scenario in terms of sense-stimulation interactions.
3.2.4 Device-Hybrid Board Experiment
An alternative setup was used to verify the results of the saline tank experiment. Instead of placing the
device in a saline tank, a device-hybrid board was used instead as shown in Figure 3-13. This hybrid
board was used in conjunction with a resistor network model, between the electrodes and the case of the
device, to mimic the impedance faced by the electrodes when implanted at the target site. Figure 3-14
shows the network model used.
Figure 3-13: The brain radio hybrid board with a resistor network between the electrodes and the case.
Figure 3-14: The resistor model for the impedance network faced by the device which is used with the device
hybrid board.
Bipolar sensing was used across the electrode that was used for stimulation on lead 3387. The response
from both the channels (1 and 3) was observed as the different filter combinations were used. The
measurements from the Lead Integration Test verified that the impedance between the electrodes and the
case was -2800Q throughout this experiment. The plots in Figure 3-15 show how the stimulation
recovery response varied for stimulation amplitude of 2V as the different filter combinations were used.
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Figure 3-15: Comparison of stimulation recovery artifacts from unipolar stimulation (pulse-width 120us and
amplitude 2V) at electrode 1, and bipolar sensing across electrodes 0 and 2, on lead 3387, as the different filter
combinations were used in the device-hybrid board experiment.
When using the hybrid board, the recovery time remains the same (-100ms) when using channel 1
(electrodes 0 and 2) for the different filter combinations. This can be seen in Figure 3-15 where the red
line represents the recovery transient measured using a saline tank setup. There is more variation in the
stimulation artifacts, which could be attributed to difference of impedances and/or increased likelihood of
noise pick up and 60Hz interference.
3.2.5 Evoked Seizures and Recovery
The next issue was to determine whether the noise floor of the implantable device would allow it to
extract meaningful signals. To this extent, data for the acute setting ovine model study was used which
contained brief evoked seizures induced by the electrical stimulation of the hippocampus. Induction of
seizures using electrical stimulation at the hippocampus site was used as an alternative to the penicillin
injection method [14]. Figure 3-16 shows the data with 5 such seizure episodes. The peak-to-peak
amplitude is less than 0.6mV, so the gain settings we can use to program the implantable device are 250,
500 and 1000 to avoid the saturation regime at 2V.
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Figure 3-16: Local fields potentials waveform showing five episodes of induced seizures.
For pre-processing the data, different possible filter combinations were used again and the data was down-
sampled to as low as 20 Hz and various quantities (mean amplitude, RMS amplitude, power) were plotted
over time, for the signal from each of the channels (ANO-AN3, HCO-HC 1). Figure 3-17 plots power over
time and shows the recovery of the neural activity to baseline after the last episode of evoked seizure for
two different filter combinations (0.5Hz high-pass filter, 8.5Hz high-pass filter). For each of the graphs, a
10s moving window (nfft = 10*sampling frequency, that is all the points in the window) was used for
calculating power.
Figure 3-17: Recovery of neural activity (in terms of power) after the last induced seizure episode.
We can see that there is a clear drop after stimulation and the general trend is that the quantity picks up
over time. The large point to point fluctuations could be attributed to a very crude algorithm for power
calculations. It looks like the larger differences between the power in baseline signal and the power in the
post-ictal period signal lie in the lower frequency bands. So we should use the 0.5Hz high-pass filter. The
lowpass filters don't change much because the power has dropped far too low at higher frequencies. We
can clearly see that the difference diminishes when we use the 8.5Hz high-pass filter. Also, we can down-
sample to as low as 20Hz as long as the frequency band we use to calculate power lies completely within
the Nyquist frequency range. Again, this is evident from all of the time-domain plots. The maximum
difference in each quantity that arises from down-sampling is about an order of magnitude smaller than
the absolute value of the quantity.
The power spectral density plots were not affected much by down-sampling. Four different quantities:
pre-window mark, post-window mark, pre-window-size, post-window size were defined around the
stimulation window to cleanly avoid the stimulation periods and the saturation that follows afterwards.
The typical values used for these quantities were: pre windowmark=5s, prewindowsize=10s,
post-windowmark=20s, postwindowsize=10s. Figure 3-18 shows the power spectral density (PSD)
for a window of time before stimulation (pink lines) and the power spectral density for a window after the
train of stimulations (green lines) from the hippocampus channel HCO-HC1. The filter setting used for
this plot is 0.5 Hz high-pass -> 1 kHz low-pass -> 100 Hz low-pass.
Figure 3-18: Power spectral density (PSD) for a window of time before stimulation (pink lines) and after the train of
stimulations (green lines) from the hippocampus channel HCO-HC1.
There are about five pink and five green lines. We can see that they overlap quite well especially for lower
frequencies and that the difference is negligible even on the dB scale. Also, we can observe that most of
the difference lies in the lower frequency bands which would get eliminated if we use an 8Hz high-pass
filter. Figure 3-19 plots the power spectral density on a dB scale for lower frequency ranges.
Figure 3-20 presents a zoomed out version of the power spectral density plot shown in Figure 3-19 earlier.
It is interesting to note that the power spectral density has a 1/f (f = frequency) slope up until -50Hz and
that the graph flattens out for frequencies greater than that, because of the presence of an anti-aliasing
filter. Then again, it drops approximately as 1/f for frequencies close to the Nyquist frequency. Again, the
pink line(s) show the power spectral density for a window of time before stimulation while the green line
(s) shows the power spectral density for a window after the train of stimulations.
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Figure 3-19: PSD before (pink lines) and after stimulation (green lines) in channel HCO-HC1, on dB scale.
Figure 3-20: Power spectral density for a window of time before stimulation (pink lines) and after the stimulation
(green lines) in channel HCO-HC1, on dB scale, showing the effect of anti-aliasing filter.
For the noise floor calculations, we see that the power for the baseline is on average ~3.6*10-5mV2/Hz
which corresponds to 6* 10-3mV/Hz/ 2 or 6[tV/Hzl/2, which is at least an order of magnitude larger than the
noise floor of the device (0.18gV/HzI/2). As a quick check, we can calculate the root-mean-square voltage
which comes out to be -18 V (= 6gV/HzI/2 * 101/2 since most of the power lies in the lower frequency
bands). We can estimate the peak-to-peak amplitude as 18gV RMS * 5 (back of the envelope factor)
~0.09mV. This estimate of peak-to-peak amplitude is close to the average peak-to-peak amplitude which
is ~0.08-0.lmV.
Overall, the results of these experiments and calculations suggest the implantable device is suitable to be
used as part of the research tool to study brain circuit dynamics in-vivo in an ovine model chronically.
Chapter 4
Patient-Specific Detection Algorithms and Clinician-Friendly
Programming Tool
4.1 Tool for Data Analysis
The neural activity data from different studies, which range from the chronic ovine model study at
Medtronic Physiologic Research Laboratory to Electrocorticography (ECoG) based Brain Machine
Interface studies at UMC Utrecht, can be managed using a custom software program. This software
program also called the Medtronic Brain Signal Classification Tool was developed to analyze the data,
extract relevant biomarkers, use Support Vector Machines to determine a classifier for the brain states and
compute parameters for a classification algorithm to be embedded in the implantable device. This tool is
an important component of the research system since it allows for data analysis, for identification of
physiological events and for development of brain states detection algorithms, to be done offline thereby
minimizing the burden on the implantable device. Figure 4-1 shows a screenshot of this software
program's graphical user interface. The software tool was created using MATLAB@ computing language
and was converted into a standalone application which can be executed on any machine running
Microsoft Windows® XP or later versions of the personal computer operating system. The MATLAB@
code for this tool can be found in Appendix A.
The tool allows for the neural activity data (raw data recording of the local field potentials or LFPs,
electrocorticography signals, etc) to be annotated with observed brain state labels, after it has been loaded.
This annotation feature can be used to not only mark the different brain states but also to ignore parts of
the dataset containing artifacts or other irrelevant information. The physiologically relevant biomarkers
based on spectral decomposition can then be specified and owing to the extensible nature of Support
Vector Machines (SVMs), a large feature set can be used. The corresponding 'feature space' can be
projected onto the two most significant biomarkers. The tool then uses this 'feature space', which contains
points representing the evolving biomarkers tied to neural activity over time, to determine a classifier
boundary. However, due to the existing hardware and power constraints in our system, we only consider a
maximum of four potential biomarkers. The dataset is divided into a training set and a testing set to avoid
an over-fitted classifier. The machine learning algorithm used for classification of the different states is
based on Support Vector Machines and is patient-specific [20]. The tool uses the Statistical Pattern
Recognition Toolbox for MATLAB® [21] functions to generate support vectors for classification over the
training set and then uses the optimal classifier given by these support vectors to determine performance
statistics over the testing set.
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The tool also provides the option of using different cross-validation techniques (Hold-Out cross-
validation and K-fold cross-validation) to obtain unbiased performance statistics. In Hold-Out cross-
validation, a specified fraction of the data is held for testing purposes and the remaining data is used to
train the classifier. In K-fold cross-validation, the original dataset is partitioned into K subsets randomly,
out of which one subset is held for testing and the rest of the K-1 subsets are used for training. This is
repeated K times so that each subset is used for testing once. Each of the subsets, in both of the cross-
validation techniques, contain a balanced representation of the data in the two states. The computation
time involved in cross-validation depends highly on the division and size of the datasets.
In addition, we can add an m-of-n wrapper (where m, n are parameters to be specified) onto the classifier
to improve performance statistics. This wrapper modifies the classification algorithm so the classifier
waits until it sees m number instances of one state out of n total number of observations before making a
transition between the states.
Other miscellaneous capabilities of the tool include a save option for the annotated data file for future use,
an alternating time-series plot of the raw data and the featured biomarkers upon toggle and a plot of the
2D feature space. There is also a save option to capture these time-series plots and feature space plots for
future reference. The tool also provides an option to compute the classifier for the different states using
different kernel options (linear, polynomial, radial basis and sigmoid). In addition, we can also observe
the progression and transition between the two states temporally. Once the support vectors have been
computed, the parameters for the different optimal classifiers and the spectral analysis settings can be
saved to a file for download onto the firmware later for real-time classification.
4.2 Process Flow for Research Clinicians
Moreover, due to the nature of the design of this tool, it can also be utilized by research clinicians for
analysis of the LFP recordings from the Activa* PC+S. The tool can be used to load and analyze signals
from both, the raw local field potential recording channels and the power channels present in Activa* PC
+S. Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show an example of the data from the local field potential recording channel and
the power channel respectively.
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Figure 4-2. Local field potential recordings using Activa@ PC+S.
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Figure 4-3. Fluctuations in the spectral power recorded in the power channel on the Activa* PC+S.
A typical process flow used by the research clinician would be as follows:
Time-domain waveform of local field potential recordings from the Activa* PC+S is downloaded
using wireless telemetry for visualization.
* Power Spectral Density and Spectrogram of the signal recordings is plotted so the spectral content
in the signals can be analyzed to select different potential frequency bands of interest.
* Time-domain channel data from Activa* PC+S is loaded into the Medtronic Brain Signal
Classification Tool.
* The entire dataset is reviewed and annotated by the clinician, who is an expert at identifying the
different physiological events, to mark the start and end times of disease events, e.g. seizure
episode, based on clinical observations. Sometimes, the dataset also includes noisy segments with
different artifacts or segments which are irrelevant or unnecessary, and these can be marked to be
excluded from the analysis.
* The frequency bands of interest can be specified, two at a time, and the corresponding feature
space can be investigated for the extent of separation of the two different states in the dataset
depending on those two frequency bands. Doing this repeatedly, the frequency bands offering
maximal separation can be identified.
* The dataset is divided into two mutually exclusive sets: training set, which is used to determine
the classifier boundary and testing set, which is used to evaluate the performance of classifier
boundary determined earlier against the annotated state of the patient. This division can be
specified explicitly upon selection of a cross-validation method.
* A classifier boundary between the two different states is generated using Support Vector
Machines based on separation in the feature space, which can have up to four different frequency
band biomarkers as features. Figure 4-4 plots the training dataset points on the 2D feature space
and shows the linear classifier boundary obtained for this subset.
* The performance of this classifier is evaluated using the testing dataset with annotated
physiological events. Figure 4-5 plots the training dataset points on the feature space along with
the classifier boundary. The points lying on the wrong side of the classifier boundary adversely
affect the classifier performance. Performance statistics such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity
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Figure 4-4. Feature space showing training data subset and the linear kernel based SVM classifier boundary. The
two colors represent two different physiological states.
Figure 4-5. Feature space showing test dataset and the SVM classifier boundary determined using the training
dataset boundary. Again, the two colors represent two different physiological states.
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* Once the frequency bands providing maximal separation of the different states have been
identified and the SVM based classifier boundary is determined, if the performance of this
classifier is deemed adequate, the SVM classifier coefficients and scaling information for the
relevant features can be saved to a file so these can be incorporated into the embedded sensing
algorithm in the implantable device.
In case the performance of the classifier is not up to the mark, more data can be recorded and/or
the process of identifying potential biomarkers can be repeated.
* Activa@ PC+S can be configured to record power fluctuations centered around these bands of
interest. Activa* PC+S is now capable of detecting the transitions between physiological states
based on power channel signals in real-time. The device can also be programmed to start high-
fidelity neural activity recording upon 'triggers' based on this real-time detection of specific
physiologic events.
The process flow described is also documented in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6: Process flow used by a research clinician to program the neurostimulator for chronic sensing and
detection of different brain states.
In short, the software program is quite powerful since it provides the necessary tools to analyze the neural
activity data from different studies.
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Chapter 5
Validation of the Neural Interface for Investigation of Brain Circuits
5.1 Challenges to Validation
There is need to add sensing technology to the existing implantable system in order to provide closed-
loop therapy. One of the major challenges involving this is validation of the sensing technology in
preclinical and clinical settings to ensure that the sensing augmented system supports the extraction of the
required potential biomarkers. There are several issues surrounding validation of the neural sensing
technology in the implantable system with the foremost being difficulty in a definitive correlation of the
observed signal to a state so that the neural activity data can be properly annotated. For data involving
disease states such as those in the case of Parkinson's Disease, Epilepsy etc, it is particularly subjective
since it involves clinical interpretation. Another issue with data involving disease states is the collection
of the datasets in itself. It is difficult to obtain large statistically meaningful datasets which are also
appropriately annotated. Also, it is not easy to define clear performance metrics to evaluate the
performance of the neural sensing interface of the implantable device.
Brain Machine Interface studies offer a viable solution for validation of the neural sensing technology in
the system since these involve well-defined protocols providing accurate state annotations in the data
which can be leveraged. These datasets can be annotated objectively and are devoid of subjective clinical
interpretation. It is easier to collect large volumes of datasets which include a statistically significant
representation of the different states. The performance metrics are defined clearly and using this data, the
performance of the sensing technology in the implantable system could be compared against the
performance of the existing neural sensing interfaces being used by these groups doing brain machine
interface studies.
5.2 Brain Machine Interface Data
Ramsey et al. developed and tested a real-time brain state detection algorithm to control a one-
dimensional cursor based on Electrocorticography (ECoG) recordings [22]. The tasks were presented to
three human subjects with intractable epilepsy and these involved moving a cursor on the screen in the
upper-right or lower-right direction. For one of their studies, they extracted spectral power in the 8-24Hz.
and achieved an accuracy of ~85%. Each trial of this brain machine interface cursor control experiment
lasted -2.5s as presented in Figure 5-1. It started with a pause or ITI (Inter-Trial Interval) of ~5s, which
was followed by the presentation of the target in the upper-right or lower-right corner of the computer
screen. The cursor started moving as soon as the trial began, where its movement was controlled by the
subject modulating their ECoG signals to aim for the target. The magenta line in the plot switched
between 0: M, 1: Target 1 and 2: Target 2. And the olive line switched between 0: miss and 1: hit.
Therefore, in Figure 5-1, there is a miss for Target 2, followed by a hit for Target 2, followed by a hit for
Target 1. The sampling frequency for the dataset was 512Hz and there were a total of 34 trials (17 for




Figure 5-1: Time window showing three consecutive trials in the Brain Machine Interface study conducted by
Ramsey et al. [22]
The two datasets were used to calculate the difference between the root-mean-square signal voltages for
the two targets, and to observe how this difference changes upon introduction of the additional detection
noise inherent in the implantable system. The spectral power in the 8-24Hz band was extracted for each of
the trials beginning as soon as the cursor started moving. The window highlighted in Figure 5-1 shows the
duration for which the power is extracted. This power in then used to calculate the root-mean-square
difference between the voltage levels for the two targets. This is a binary classification task based on a
single feature and therefore a simple finite-state machine based on ROC analysis is used as a classifier.
The power spectral density plots, in Figure 5-2, were obtained from the two datasets. Note that all the
signals are contaminated by the 50Hz line harmonics - the common averaged referenced signals more so
than the mastoid referenced signals.
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Figure 5-2: Plots showing how the spectral power density (on dB scale) varies along the frequency spectrum for
dataset 1 (top) and dataset 2 (bottom).
The C3 common average signal referenced signal over 32 channels in microVolts was used to calculate
spectral power. For each trial, power in the 8-24Hz band was calculated using the MATLAB* built-in
function pmtm with an fft size of 1280. The histograms in Figure 5-3 show the distribution of root-mean-
mmraw prologue
250
square voltage for each of the trials for the two datasets. A Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
based function was used to find the classifier with the best performance (based on accuracy i.e. highest
number of true positives and true negatives) which is represented as the dashed green line.
mmraw pro, Channel 3, 8-24 Hz, pmtrn method, nfft 1280 mmraw epi, Channel 3, 8-24 Hz, pmtm method, nfit 1280
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Figure 5-3: Stacked histograms showing the distribution of the root-mean-square voltage for the two targets for
dataset 1 (left) and dataset 2 (right).
The ROC plots in Figure 5-4 shows the sensitivity vs. specificity characteristics obtained for the datasets.
Note the non-linear behavior in the right side plot is due to the non-normal distribution as can be seen
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Figure 5-4: ROC plots showing how sensitivity and specificity vary for dataset 1 (left) and dataset 2 (right). The
highlighted point corresponds to the classifier with highest accuracy.
Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy Mean RMS Median RMSDataset (%) (%) (%) Diff (pV) Diff (sV)
1 76.5 100.0 88.2 0.9074 0.8309
2 94.1 64.7 79.4 0.6922 0.6345
Table 5.1: Performance summary of ROC based classifier for the original datasets.
The spot noise in our system (-0.150V RMS) was introduced using a convolution method. This inherent
detection noise in the implantable system was modeled as white Gaussian noise of -2.4[tV RMS
amplitude. The distribution of the white Gaussian noise is shown in Figure 5-5.
Figure 5-5: Histogram showing the distribution of the white Gaussian noise in the implantable system.
This noise was passed through a band-pass filter for 8-24Hz. The RMS amplitudes for this filtered noise
were calculated for windows of length 2.1s. The resulting distribution, shown in Figure 5-6, was
convolved with the distribution of RMS voltage amplitudes corresponding to the two targets. The
distribution of the RMS voltages resulting from the convolution is shown in Figure 5-7. The same
implementation of the ROC analysis function, as described earlier, was used to find the classifier with the
best performance which is represented as the dashed green line.
Figure 5-6: Histogram showing the distribution of the white Gaussian noise of amplitude -2.4pV RMS, after it has
passed through 8-24Hz band-pass filter and averaged over 2.1s windows.




Figure 5-7: Stacked histograms showing the distribution resulting from the convolution of root-mean-square
voltage distribution for the two targets and the noise distribution, for dataset 1 (top) and dataset 2 (bottom).
The ROC plots in Figure 5-8 shows the sensitivity vs. specificity characteristics obtained for the datasets.
Again, we can observe the non-linear behavior (more prominent in the second dataset) due to the non-
normal distribution in the original histograms. The performance statistics were calculated for this ROC
based classifier and the results are summarized in Table 5.2. The numbers reported in Table 5.2 have a
margin of error. For the first dataset, the margin of error in the RMS difference numbers reported is +/-
0.00277pV and the uncertainty in the performance statistics is 0.403%. For the second dataset, the margin
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Figure 5-8: ROC plots showing how sensitivity and specificity vary for dataset I (left) and dataset 2 (right) after
noise has been added to the system using the convolution method. The highlighted point corresponds to the classifier
with highest accuracy.
Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy Mean RMS Median RMSDataset (%) (%) (%) Diff (sV) Diff (pV)
1 75.3 95.1 85.2 0.9074 0.7945
2 92.5 63.3 77.9 0.6919 0.6083
Table 5.2: Performance summary of ROC based classifier for the datasets resulting from convolution with the white
Gaussian noise in the implantable system.
The difference in accuracy is 3.0% for the first dataset and 1.5% for the second dataset. Even though
accuracy is about the same, the optimal cut-off point may need to be recalculated since there are slight
differences in the mean and median RMS difference values before and after the noise is introduced in the
system. The percentage change in the mean RMS difference is 0% for the first dataset and 0.04% for the
second dataset. The percentage change in the median RMS difference is 4.3% for the first dataset and
4.1% for the second dataset. From these results, we can conclude that the neural sensing interface of the
implantable closed-loop neurostimulator will demonstrate a comparable performance.
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Chapter 6
Chronic, in-vivo Validation of Measurement Characteristics
6.1 Investigation Protocol
Chapter 3 assessed the feasibility of use of an implantable bi-directional neural interface for chronic, in-
vivo study of the neural circuits. Following the results of this study, the research tool was deployed for the
chronic study of the brain circuit dynamics in the ovine model. The device increment was implanted in a
non-anesthetized sheep at the Medtronic Physiologic Research Laboratory (PRL) and it was programmed
based on the parameters settings determined during the feasibility assessment stage.
One of the goals of the chronic study was to replicate the findings from the study in the acute setting [14]
and therefore the protocol involved was quite similar. The protocol for the chronic setting study was
developed to validate the capability of bioelectric sensing and measurement of relevant neural signals, to
characterize the effects of stimulation artifacts on the sensing capability and to use the bi-directional
neural interface as a research tool for studying the mechanism of action by which Deep Brain Stimulation
imparts therapeutic benefit to patients with epilepsy. The study was also used to assess, in a pre-clinical
setting, whether Activa* PC+S could be used as part of a open-loop system, where the physician is still
the control and the sensor in terms of dynamic control framework terminology but the process of
programming is aided by the availability of analysis tools such as the Medtronic Brain Signal
Classification Tool.
Activa* PC+S was implanted in the sheep and targeted delivery of the leads 3387 and 3389 to the
hippocampus and the anterior nucleus, respectively, was made possible by using MRI scams to aid with
the surgical procedure [23]. After the implant procedure, the sheep was allowed to recover over a period
of two weeks, after which it was placed under stimulation monitors for the chronic phase of the study. The
following section discusses some preliminary results of this study, which have been presented in [23].
6.2 Preliminary Results
For validation of chronic bioelectric sensing, lead impedance measurements and evoked potential
responses following stimulation were captured using the bi-directional neural interface, over a period of
three months. The lead impedance measurements between the site of lead implant, hippocampus and
anterior nucleus of the thalamus, and the neurostimulator encasing showed statistically significant
variations at the anterior nucleus site only [23]. For evoked potential response measurements, lead 3389
was used to deliver low frequency stimulation pulses at the anterior nucleus of the thalamus and lead
3389 was used to record the evoked potential response observed in the hippocampus. The evoked
potential response measurements had some variations but these did not show any significant trends, as can









Figure 6-1. Evoked potential response measurements observed in the hippocampus due to stimulation at the anterior
nucleus of the thalamus over a three-month period [23].
The effects of sense-stimulation interactions were characterized by applying stimulation bursts of 120Hz
frequency, 90ps pulse-width and amplitudes of 1.75V, 2V, 2.25V and 2.5 V at the hippocampus. Figure
6-2 shows the local field potential recordings in the hippocampus and the corresponding spectrogram. The
spectral analysis shows increased activity in the delta band (highlighted with red boxes) after each of the
four stimulation bursts. It also shows increased neural activity in the beta band (highlighted with blues
boxes) during the stimulation burst. This confirms that the stimulation recovery artifact has a minimal
impact on the baseline noise floor of the implanted system.
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Figure 6-2. Local field potential waveform recorded by Activag PC+S (top); the corresponding spectrogram
(bottom) showing four cycles of stimulation, at 120Hz frequency, 90ps pulse-width and increasing stimulation
amplitudes of 1.75V, 2V, 2.25V, and 2.5V. The blue boxes highlight a beta band (15-30Hz) while the red boxes
highlight a delta band (0-6Hz) [23].
Also, the protocol for titration curves [14] was repeated using the the implanted neurostimulator, with the
sheep under anesthesia. Figure 6-3 plots the local field potential recordings in the hippocampus and the
corresponding spectrogram, and shows the titration curve obtained upon tweaking the stimulation
frequency parameter. We can observe that for stimulation bursts where the stimulation frequency is
greater than 80Hz, neural activity in the theta band observed at the hippocampus is suppressed for a




Figure 6-3. Stimulation response curve where stimulation was delivered via the lead in the anterior nucleus and the
response was observed using bipolar sensing on electrodes 0 and 3 via the lead present in the hippocampus -
spectrogram of the local field potential recordings from lead 3387 (top); local field potential signals (bottom) [23].
The deployment of the Activa* PC+S in the ovine model validated some key features of the research tool
including the chronic bioelectric sensing capability of the neural interface, the fast recovery of the
stimulation artifacts and the modest noise floor of the implanted system.
6.3 Detection of Induced Seizures
The protocol also involved inducing seizures with electrical stimulation of the hippocampus, as was
explored in the acute ovine model study at the PRL earlier. A stimulation train of ~30s in duration was
used with 140Hz frequency, 90ps pulse-width was used to induce the seizures. The unipolar stimulation
was delivered through electrode 1 on lead 3387 in the hippocampus and the neural activity was observed
using bipolar sensing on electrodes 0 and 2 on the same lead. Figure 6-4 (a) shows two such stimulation
bursts with stimulation amplitudes of 3V and 3.25V, where the former resulted in an induced seizure for
~20s while the latter did not. Figure 6-4 (b) shows the spectrogram corresponding to the local field
potential recordings.
The Medtronic Brain Signal Classification Tool, described in Chapter 4, had been used to train and obtain
an SVM based classifier based on the frequency bands, which show a large increase in neural activity
with onset of seizure episodes. The device was programmed to have two channels for recording power
fluctuations in the frequency band centered around 20Hz and the frequency band centered around 80Hz.
Figure 6-4 (c) shows the recordings from these power channels.
The SVM based classifier was downloaded into the implanted device, using telemetry, and used to detect
the onset of the induced seizure episode. Figure 6-4 (d) plots the detection indicator, where the value 1
represents a simple detect by the SVM based classifier, the value 7 corresponds to a cluster of closely
occurring, multiple detects, and the value 4 corresponds to the time when the cluster timer was on. These
results show that the SVM based classifier did a good job at detecting the induced seizure episode in the
ovine model for epilepsy.
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Figure 6-4. Induced Seizure and detection - (a) local field potentials showing the stimulation trains; (b) spectrogram
corresponding to the local field potential recordings; (c) recordings from power channels tuned to 20Hz center and
80Hz center, (d) indicator showing detection using the embedded SVM based classifier.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
This research work showed that it is feasibility to use an implantable bi-directional interface, which has
sensing and algorithm technology added to an existing DBS device, for a chronic, in-vivo study of the
brain state dynamics in an ovine model. Moreover, after deployment of this research tool, the preliminary
results from the in-vivo study indicated that a chronically stable bi-directional neural interface is
achievable. We can now identify and classify the different neural states in real-time, which will help us to
better understand the dynamics in the circuit of Papez and offer some insight into the mechanism of
action of Deep Brain Stimulation therapy.
In addition, we leveraged the existing well-defined protocols for Brain Machine Interface studies and used
the data from these studies to validate the sensing technology of this bi-directional neural interface. The
results showed promise for the neural sensing interface of the implantable closed-loop neurostimulator
demonstrating a comparable performance.
Finally, the work also involved development of a software tool which is a platform for analyzing neural
activity datasets from different studies using machine learning techniques. This tool can be used by
research clinicians for analysis of the local field potential recordings and power channel data obtained
from Activa® PC+S. And it can easily integrated as part of the process flow for programming therapy
delivery and physiologic event sensing parameters in the implantable device, owing to the user-friendly
interface design.
7.2 Directions for Future Work
The Medtronic Brain Signal Classification Tool can be developed further to offer more features in the
future versions. A couple of the suggested features include: a more robust data management system for
accumulating and integrating the data from multiple episodes of recordings for the same physiological
event so these can be analyzed together, and more extensive options for annotating the datasets and
maintaining a history of the different instances of annotations to be saved for later comparison with the
original dataset.
Furthermore, in order to better understand how stimulation parameters eventually lead to better therapy
outcomes, we should create a model of the neural circuit which captures the responses of DBS therapy.
The idea is to do circuit analysis and model identification to understand the dynamics of the Papez circuit.
We can then develop a model which would help predict the brain state, estimate the response to therapy
and guide the clinician to more optimal programming parameters. This analysis will utilize the Medtronic
Brain Signal Classification Tool, which allows the extraction of features correlated with brain states via
the selection of known biomarkers. These brain states can be assigned to meaningful disease conditions.
The tool can be used to observe and measure the different brain states following the effects of
neurostimulation to help develop an estimator for the brain state dynamics.
Once there is an input-output model for the brain state dynamics in the presence of stimulation, it can be
applied to understand how to guide the clinician to use optimal programming parameters, based on
measured data by using some automated algorithm which can be downloaded into the PC+S device.
Using the results of initial data collection, brain state modeling and application to stimulation parameter
settings, we can develop an algorithm to dynamically estimate optimal parameters. The algorithm can be
made downloadable on to the hardware and run within the implantable device using the external
programmer.
At first stage, we can have a "clinician feedback loop" architecture where the device runs automated
sweeps over a montage of stimulation electrodes and parameter settings over a series of circadian cycles
and measures the recovery of the brain state temporally. The patient recovery data acquired, is
downloaded on to the programmer and analyzed to suggest an optimum setting for the patient based on
brain state dynamics that seeks to maximize therapy efficacy and device longevity. Eventually, we can
extend our system to track the continuously varying brain state to allow "closed-loop" control of cycling
parameters for full optimization, if the non-stationarity of brain state dynamics and/or the side-effects of
neurostimulation require it.
In short, now that we have ensured the feasibility of using the implantable neural interface to carry out an
in-vivo study of the neural circuits to measure the brain state chronically and we have a tool to quantify
these brain states, we need a neural model for correlating the observed brain activity as responses to
different parameter settings and an algorithm to compute optimal parameter settings for the device so we
can maximize the probability of therapy efficacy.
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Appendix A
MATLAB@ Code for Medtronic Brain Signal Classification Tool
% -- --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
% MEDTRONIC CONFIDENTIAL
% Copyright 2010. Medtronic, Inc. All rights reserved.
% svm gui playfinal.m
% Created by: Afsah Shafquat
function varargout - sym_guiplayfinal(varargin)
% sm gui playfinal M-file for svm guiplayfinal.fig
% svm gui play final, by itself, creates a new
svm gui play final or raises the
% existing singleton*.
% H = svm guiplay final returns the handle to a new
svm_gui playfinal or the
% handle to the existing singleton*.
S svm gui playfinal
('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the
% local function named CALLBACK in svm guiplayfinal.M
with the given input
% arguments.
% svm guiplayfinal('Property' ,'Value',...) creates a
new svm_guiplay final or
% raises the existing singleton'. Starting from the
left, property
% value pairs are applied to the GUI before
svm_gui play final_OpeningFcn






property application stop. All inputs are passed to
svm guiplayfinal OpeningFcn via varargin.
% *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu. Choose "GUI
allows only one
% instance to run (singleton)".
%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES
% Edit the above text to modify the response to help
svm gui playfinal
% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 14-Jan-2011 13:32:18
% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
guiSingleton - 1;

















% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
% --- Executes just before svm guiplayfinal is made visible.
function syv2_gui_playfinal OpeningFcn(hobject, eventdata,
handles, varargin) %#ok<INUSL>
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject handle to figure
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% varargin command line arguments to svm_gui play final (see
VARARGIN)
% Choose default command line output for sym gui playfinal
handles.output - hobject;
% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);
% UIWAIT makes svm guiplay final wait
UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figurel);
global home_path; % path
default for all other operations
global fs_imagepath; % path
featureSpace image
global tp-imagepath; % path
image
global pp-imagepath; % path
powerPlot image
global svm_param path; % path
parameters text file
global data file-path; % path
into the tool
global isPlaying; % flag
of the movie 0:stopped, 1:playing, -1:
global paused j_val; % stor
which 'pause' is pressed
global timechannelexists; % flag which
the loaded file has time channel data
global powerchannel exists; % flag which
the loaded file has power channel data
for user response (see
for the home directory;
for saving the
for saving the timePlot
for saving the
for saving the svm
for loading the files
which determines mode
paused
es the frame number j at
indicates whether
indicates whether
global band indices; % indices of the bands to be
compared {1:alpha, 2: beta, 3:gamma, 4:delta, 5:arbitraryl,
6:arbitrary2}
global band ranges; % (1:bandindex)=lower-end
frequency of the band; (2:band index)=upper-end frequency of
the band
global band-labels; % labels of the bands with
respective indices; has appropriate spaces to handle display
issues
global update rate; % update rate; the rate at
which the fft is taken/powers are calculated
global fft size; % fft size; size of the fft
window needed in the power calculation
global hSlider tp; % handle to the horizontal
slider for the timePlot; needed because the zoom callback
'adjustPlotLimits' doesn't have a 'handles' argument
global vSlidertp; % handle to the vertical
slider for the timePlot; needed because the zoom callback
'adjustPlotLimits' doesn't have a 'handles' argument
global hSliderpp; % handle to the horizontal
slider for the powerPlot; needed because the zoom callback
adjustPlotLimits' doesn't have a 'handles' argument
global vSliderpp; % handle to the vertical
slider for the powerPlot; needed because the zoom callback
'adjustPlotLimits' doesn't have a 'handles' argument
global linearctrtime; % handle to the linear kernel
based classifier contour for the time channel data
global polyctr time; % handle to the polynomial
kernel based classifier contour for the time channel data
global rbfctrtime; % handle to the radial basis
kernel based classifier contour for the time channel data
global sigmoid ctr time; % handle to the sigmoid kernel
based classifier contour for the time channel data
global linearctrpower; % handle to the linear
classifier contour for the power channel data
global polyctr_power; % handle to the polynomial
kernel classifier contour for the power channel data
global rbf ctrpower; % handle to the radial basis
kernel classifier contour for the power channel data
global sigmoidctrpower; % handle to the sigmoid kernel
based classifier contour for the power channel data





svm param_path = pwd;
datafilepath - pwd;
% set as 'false'; no file is loaded when the tool starts up
time channel_exists - 0;
power_channel_exists - 0;
% define band ranges, labels
% select beta (2) and arbitraryl (5) bands by default
band ranges - [4 15 38 1 70
10; ...
8 37 42 4 100 20
bandlabels - {' alpha' ' beta' ' gamma' ' delta' ''
bandindices = [2 5];
% set fft size and update rate
contents - get(handles.update rate, 'String');
updaterate - str2double(contents{get









% load the button images and change the button graphics
playlmg - imread('playbtn.bmp');





% set the initial values of the flags for the movie
isPlaying - 0;
paused j_val - 1;





% uninitialize all contours
linearctrtime.exists - 0;
polyctr time.exists - 0;
rbf ctrtime.exists - 0;
sigmoidctrtime.exists - 0;
linear ctrpower.exists - 0;
polyctr_power.exists - 0;
rbf_ctr power.exists - 0;
sigmoid ctrpower.exists - 0;
clearvars
% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command
line.
function varargout - svm guiplayfinalOutputFcn(hObject,
eventdata, handles) %#ok<INUSL>
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of file from the menubar.
function fileCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to file (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of load from the file menu.
function loadCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% opens a standard open file dialog box and asks the user to
pick a .mat
% file, which if it is a valid file, it's loaded using




% hObject handle to load (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB





global isSeizureFile; % flag for .bin files
containing seizure data from dev-1 set
global isMATFile; % flag for .mat files
global isDATFile; % flag for .dat files; have
]; data from Power Channel
global isTonerile; % flag for .dat files with a
different format; also have data from Power Channel
global isParkinsonsDataFile; % flag for .bin files
containing Parkinsons Disease patient data
global isRamseyDataFile; % flag for .bin files
containing data from Nick Ramsey's experiments






[filenametemp, pathname] - uigetfile({'*.mat','MAT files
(*.mat)'},'Pick a file');
if filename temp
clearvars -except home path fs_image path
tpimagepath ppimage path svmparam path data filepath
band indices band ranges band labels update rate fft size
is file loaded filename filenametemp pathname handles
clearvars -global -except home path fsimage path
tp imagepath ppimage path svm_param path datafile path
band indices band ranges bandlabels update rate fft size
is file loaded hSlidertp vSlidertp hSliderpp vSliderpp
filename filename temp pathname handles linear ctr time
poly ctr_time rbf ctr time sigmoid ctr time linear ctrpower
poly ctrpower rbfctr power sigmoid ctrpower% statel times
state2 times state0 times statel start state2 start
state0 start
clear global time channel power channel
filename - filenametemp;
data filepath - pathname;









% disable the fft size and update_rate controls
set(handles.fft size,'Selected','off');






% -- Helper function used by the load Callback.
function load Callback helper(handles, pathname, filename)
% stores the filename, sample freq and data (appropriately
depending on the
% type) as global variables. the limit markers and learn_,
classify_
% indices are calculated. learnpts time and classify ptsatime
are
% reinitialized for the new file in the beginning. also,
handles to the
% timeplot, powerPlot and featureSpaceTime are stored in
global variables
% for callbacks which do not have a reference to handles.
% the timePlot is done and a plotLimitMarkers call is made.
the start and
% end times, fft size, update rate, menu items, movie buttons
are enabled.
% sliders are set. showClassifier* is disabled. legend is
hidden. movie
% flags are set. is file loaded flag is turned on. the
featureSpace Time is
% zoomed out and is plotted. and so is the powerPlot (during
the call to
% plotFSTime).
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% pathname string containing path of the file to be loaded
































times of all time segments marked
global statel times; %
times of all time segments marked
global state2 times; %
times of all time segments marked
global stateOtimeMarkers; %
corresponding markers on timePlot
global stateltimeMarkers; %
corresponding markers on timePlot
global state2_timemarkers; %
corresponding markers on timePlot
global stateOstart;
means user is in process
global statelstart;
means user is in process
global state2_start;
















% flag which if non-negative
marking state 0
% flag which if non-negative
marking state 1















powerchannel.time axis - (1:length(power_channel.data
(:,l))) '/powerchannel.Fs;
powerchannel exists - 1;
catch NoPowerChannelDatazrror




error('The .mat file should have the proper formati');
end
else




% (learn , classify ), (start_, end_), (time, index)
learnstart time - 0;
learn end time - length(time channel.timeaxis)*2/3/
time channel.Fs;
classifystart time - learnend time;
classifyjend time - length(time_channel.time-axis)/
time channel.Fs;
disp([lll learn starttime learnendtime
classify_starttime classifyendtime]);
learnstartindextime - 1;
learn end index time - round
(learn end time*timechannel.Fs); % update-rate;
classifystart indextime - learnendindextime+l;
classifyendindex time - round
(classifyend time*time channel.Fs); % update rate;
set(handles.fft_size,'Enable','on');




learn end time - length(powerchannel.timeaxis)*2/3/
powerchannel .Fs;
classifystart time - learnend time;
classifyend time - length(power_channel.time-axis)/
powerchannel.Fs;
disp([222 learn starttime learnend time
classify_starttime classifyendtime]);
learnstartindexpower - 1;
learn end indexpower - round
(learn end time*powerchannel.Fs); % update-rate;
classifystart indexpower - learnendindexpower+l;
classifyendindexpower - round




h timePlot - handles.timePlot;
h_powerPlot - handles.powerPlot;
% set state* start markers as -1; no marking has begun
statel start - -1;
state2 start - -1;
stateOstart - -1;








































































(learn start time)), 'Enable' ,'on');
set(handles.learnend, 'String' ,num2str(round
(learn endtime)),'Enable', 'on');
set(handles.classify start, 'String' ,num2str(round












































global rbf ctr time;









rbfctrtime - rmfield(rbfctrtime,fieldnames(rbf ctr time));






rbfctr_power - rmfield(rbfctrpower, fieldnames
(rbfctrpower));
sigmoid ctr_power - rafield(sigmoidctr_power,fieldnames
(sigmoidctrpower));
% uninitialize all contours when new featureSpaceTime is
displayed









% -- Helper function used to plot FS from Power Channel data.
function plotFSPower(handles)
% it puts up appropriate _learnpower and classifypower
points depending
% on learn start time, learn end time, classify start time,
% classify endtime values, on the featureSpace Power
% handles
GUIDATA)
structure with handles and user data (see
global learnptspower; % vector of handles of
all the learning set points plotted on featureSpace Power
global classifypts_power; % vector of handles of








fSTimeVisibility - get(handles.featurepaceTime, 'Visible');




% disable 'compute' button
set(handles.computeSVM, 'Enable' ,'off');
if power_channelexists
clr_learn - {[0.8 0 0];[0 0 0.8];[0 0 0]};
clr_classify - {(l 0.5 0.5];[0.5 0.5 1];[0.6 0.6 0.6]};
learnpts_power - zeros(learnendindex_power-
learnstart indexpower+1, 3);
classifyptspower - zeros (classifyend indexpower-
classify_startindexpower+l, 3) ;
power_channel min - min(powerchannel.data,[],l);
power_channel_max = max(powerchannel.data, [ ] , 1);
powerchannel rng - powerchannel max-powerchannel min;
for i-learnstart indexpower:learnendindexpower
learnptspower(i,:) - [plot
(handles. featureSpacePower, (power_channel. data(i, 1) -
power-channel min (1,1) )/powerchannelrng(1,1), ...
(power channel.data(i,2)-power channel min(1,2) )/
power channel rng(1,2), ...





classify_ptspower( i-classifystart indexpower+1,:) -
[plot(handles.featureSpace Power,(powerchannel.data(i,1)-




(i,1)), 'ButtonDownFcn' , @selectPoint Callback)
power channel.timeaxis(i,1) powerchannel.indicator(i,1)]; %
(-1) to avoid IndexOutOfBOundsException
end
axis(handles.featureSpacePower,[0 1 0 1]);
if isfield(powerchannel,'bandranges')
xlabel(handles.featureSpacePower,['Power in band (
num2str(power channel.band ranges(1,1)) '-' num2str
(power channel.bandranges(1,2)) ' Hz)']);
ylabel(handles.featureSpacePower,['Power in band (
num2str(powerchannel.band ranges(2,1)) '-' num2str
(power channel.bandranges(2,2)) ' Hz)']);
else
xlabel(handles.featureSpacePower, 'Power in sominal
Control band');























timePlotVisibility - get(handles.timePlot, 'Visible');
powerPlotVisibility - get(handles.powerPlot, 'Visible');
cla(handles.timePlot, 'reset');
hold (handles .timePlot, 'on');
legend(handles.timePlot, 'off');






\ '),'FontUnits' ,get(gcf,'Units')); %, 'HandleVisibility' ,'on'
plot







(handles.timePlot, 'Children'), 'Visible' ,timePlotisibility);
set(handles.powerPlot,'Visible',powerPlotisibility);
set(get
















powerPlotVisibility - get(handles.powerPlot, 'Visible');
if hind line time
try
set




if hind line timepower
try
set










if time channel exists
h ind line time-plot
(handles.timePlot,timechannel.time axis,time channel.indicato
r*(max(time channel.data(:,l) )-min(time channel.data(:,l)))
*0.25+min(time channel.data(:,
1)), 'r', 'HitTest' ,'off', 'Visible' ,timePlotVisibility);
h ind_linetimepower-plot
(handles.powerPlot, timechannelpower . time axis ,timechannel_p
ower.indicator*(max (max(time channel_power .data )) -min(min
(time channelpower.data)))*0.25+min(min























timePlotVisibility - get(handles.timePlot, 'Visible');




xlabel(handles.powerPlot, 'time (S)', 'Fontunits',get
(gcf, 'Units'));






(handles.powerPlot, powerchannel. timeaxis ,powerchannel.data,




(handles.powerPlot,time channel_power.time axis,time channel_p










(handles.powerPlot, 'Children') ,'Visible' ,powerPlotVisibility);
clearvars
% -- Helper function used to plot FS, powerPlot from Time
Channel data.
function plot FSTime(handles)
% the computeSvm button is disabled for the duration of this
procedure.
% powers in each of the bands in band-indices are calculated
for the
% learning and classification sets determined by the start
and the end
% times and are stored in the respective Power* global
variables. these
% are then combined into a single vector and if there is need
to replot the
% power graph as indicated by replotPower, it is put up on
powerPlot.
% the indicator is also evaluated and is translated to
division into two
% classes (1 and 2). the powers for each of the bands are then
median
% filtered, the min/max is calculated (and stored) and is
moved to log
% scale. the points are then plotted with the colors
distinguishing between
% the classes and the handles are stored in learn pts time and
% classifypts time. the contour handles are uninitialized too
(note:
W actual emptying of the collection takes place in the
computeSVM).
% plot the featureSpace Time - from algo4.m
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)







global learnptstime; % vector of handles of
all the learning set points plotted on featureSpace Time
global classifypts time; % vector of handles of



















fsTimeVisibility - get(handles.featureSpace Time,'Visible');




% disable 'compute' button
set(handles.computeSVH,'Enable','off');
disp('plot_FSTime() - start');
if time channel exists
time channelpower.Fs - update-rate;
k - timechannel.Fs/update rate;
f or c-1: length (bandindices)
bandstart - band ranges(l,band indices(c));
bandend - band ranges(2,band indices(c));






+fft size-1) ,i),fft size);
Pss - S.*conj(S)*2/(fft-size^2);
for c-i:length(band _indices)
bandstart - band ranges(1,band indices(c));
bandend - band ranges(2,band indices(c));

















clr learn - {[0.8 0 0];[0 0 0.8];[0 0 0]};
clrclassify - {[1 0.5 0.5];[0.5 0.5 1];[0.6 0.6 0.6]};
learnstartindex time_power - round
(learn starttim*tim echannelpower.Fs+1);
learnendindex timepower - round
(learn-end_time*tim_channelpower.Fs); % update rate;
classifystart index time_power - round
(classifystart time*time_channel_power.Fs+I);
classifyend index time_power - round((classify_end time-
fftsize/timechannel.Fs)*time channel_power.Fs); %
update-rate;
learnpts time - zeros(learnend_indextimeypower-
learnstart_index_time_power+1,3);
classifypts-time - zeros(classifyend index timepower-
classifystart index time_power+1, 3);
size(time channel_power.data)
size(classifyptstime)
time channelpower min - min(timechannelpower.data,[],
1) ;
time-channelpower_max - max (time channel_power.data,[],
1);




learnpts-time(i,:) - [plot (handles. featureSpace Time,
(time channel_power.data(i, 1)-time channelpower_min(1,1)) /
time_channel_powerrng (1,1), ...
(time channelpower.data(i,2)-time-channel_powermin(1 ,2) )/
time_channelpower_rng (1,2), ...


















time_channelpower.indicator(i,1)]; % (-1) to avoid
IndexoutOfBoundsException
end
axis(handles.featureSpaceTime,[0 1 0 1]);
xlabel(handles.featureSpaceTime,strcat( 'Power
in' ,bandlabels(band-indices(l)),' band (',num2str
(time channel_power.band ranges (1,1)), '-' ,num2str
(time channel_power.band ranges(1,2)),' Hz)'),'FontUnits',get
(gcf, ' Units'));
ylabel(handles.featureSpaceTimestrcat( 'Power
in' ,band labels(band-indices(2)),' band (',num2str
(time channelpower.band ranges (2,1)), '-' ,num2str
(time channel_power.band ranges(2,2)),' Hz) '),'FontUnits' ,get
(gcf,'Units'));
end




set (handles.featureSpacePower, 'Visible' , fsPowerVisibility);
set(get











% enable 'compute' button
set(handles.ComputeSVM, 'Enable' , 'on');
set
(selectedPoint-linetpTime, 'Visible' , 'off', 'HandleVisibility'
,'off');
set
(selectedPoint lineppTime, 'Visible' ,'off' , 'HandleVisibility'
,'off');
set
(selectedPoint lineppPower, 'Visible', 'off' , 'Handlevisibility
' ,' off ');
clearvars -global selectedTime Time selectedPointTime
selectedPointMarker Time selectedPointColor Time
selectedTime Power selectedPoint Power
selectedPointMarker Power selectedPointColor Power
selectedPoint lineppTime selectedPoint line_pp Power;
clearvars
W --- Helper function for load Callback helper.
function flag - isSeizureDataFile(filename)
%#ok<DEFNU>
% determines whether the file with filename contains seizure
data. this
% uses a very primitive method right now where it checks the
length of the
% filename since all the seizure data files right now follow
the same
% naming format (<letter>27<3 digit number><01102 03 04>).
% flag 1 - if the file contains seizure data
% 0 - otherwise
% filename string containing name of the file WITHOUT the
extension
flag - length(filename)-8;
% 1 letter and 7 digits!
% --- Helper function for load Callback helper.
function flag - isMATFile(filename)
% determines whether the file is a MAT file (i.e. the power
matrix and the
% time data are already in matrices to be loaded).
%
% flag 1 - if the file extension is .mat
% 0 - otherwise
%




(filename)),'mat'); % extension is .mat
flag - isHATFile;
% --- Helper function for load Callback helper.
function flag-isDATFile(filename)
%#ok<DEFNU>




% flag 1 - if the file extension is .dat
% 0 - otherwise
%




(filename)),'dat'); % extension is .dat
flag - isDATrile;
% --- Helper function for load Callback helper.
function flag - isToneFile(filename)
%#ok<DEFNU>
% determines whether the file contains tone data.
%
% flag 1 - if the file name starts with 'tone'
% 0 - otherwise
%




% starts with 'tone'
flag - isToneFile;
% --- Helper function for load Callback helper.
function flag - isParkinsonsDataFile(filename)
%#ok<DEFNU>
% determines whether the file contains Parkinson's Disease
patient data.
%
% flag 1 - if the file name starts with 'abosh'
% 0 - otherwise
%




% starts with 'abosh'
flag - isParkinsonSDatarile;
% --- Helper function for load Callback helper.
function flag - isRamseyDataFile(filename)
%#ok<DEFNU>
% determines whether the file contains data from Hick Ramsey's
experiments.
% flag 1 - if the file name starts with 'ramsey'
0 - otherwise
% filename string containing name of the file WITHOUT the
extension
global isRamseyDatarile;
isRamseyDataFile - strcmp(filename(1:6), 'ramsey' );
% starts with 'ramsey'
flag - isRamseyDatarile;
% --- Helper function for loadCallback helper.
function [is ind specified, ind filename] -
getindicatorrilename(filename) %#ok<DEFNU>
% checks to see whether there are * ind.bin files
corresponding to the file
% with the filename specified in the designated location,
% home path\..\bin\inds. if there is only one, it's returned.
if there are
% more than one, it offers a selection and returns the
selected filename.
% if there are none, then an empty string is returned.
%
% isind specified 1 - if there is a corresponding indicator
file
% 0 - otherwise




% filename name of the file for which the
corresponding indicator





ind filenamesstruct - dir(cd);
ind filenames mat - str2mat(ind filenamesstruct.name);
ind filenames - cellstr(ind filenames mat(straatch
(filename(1:8),ind filenames_mat),:));
if length(ind filenames)-O %#ok<ISMT>
warndlg('No corresponding [filename] ind*.bin
foundt','Warning','replace')
is_ind specified - 0;
elseif length(ind filenames)--l
ind_filename - ind filenames{1};
if strcmp(indfilename,' )
is indspecified - 0;
else
is ind specified - 1;
end
else
msgbox('There are multiple _ind*.bin files corresponding







ind_filename - ind filenames{selection};
is ind specified - 1;
else
warndlg('You will have to mark data before you can
compute the SVM.','No indicator file selected!','modal');
is ind specified - 0;
end
end
% --- Helper function for load Callbackhelper, plot FSTime.
function new-vector - downsample l(old vector, new-length)
%#ok<DEFNU>
% performs most straight-forward downsampling by picking every
kth term.
% local implementation needed because this takes care of
weird* length
% ratio between the old-vector and new vector, unlike the
existing
% downsample.
% new vector vector returned after downsampling, of size
new length
% old vector the vector to be downsampled
% new length length, the new vector should have
k - new length/length(old vector);
newvector - zeros(new-length,1);
if k>1
error('The new length specified should be less than the
actual length of the vector.');
else
for i-1:k:newlength
new vector(round(i),1) - old-vector(round(i/k));
end
end
% --- Executes on selection of save from the file menu.
function saveCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to save (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of 'save -> time plot' from the
file menu.
function saveTimePlotCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% opens a standard save file dialog box pointing at the path
specified by
% tp imagepath. the timePlot is saved as an image file and
the pathname is
% stored in the global variable tp imagepath for future use.
also, the
% current directory is changed to the home path (important: in
case the gui
% is closed).
% hObject handle to saveTimePlot (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB











[filename_, pathname, filter-index] - uiputfile
({'*.bmp' ,'Windows@ Bitmap (BmP)' ;'*.gif','Graphics
Interchange Format (GIF)';...
'*.hdf','Hierarchical Data Format
(HDF4)';'*.jpg','Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)';...
*.pcx','Windows Paintbrush (PCX)';'*.pgm','Portable
Graymap (PGM)';'*.png' ,'Portable Network Graphics (PNG) ' ..
*.ppm','Portable Pixmap (PPM)';'*.pnm','Portable
Anymap (PNM)';'*.ras','Sun" Raster (RAS)';'*.tif','Tagged
Image File Format (TIFF)';...





timePlotisibility - get(handles.timePlot, 'Visible');
if strcmp(timePlotVisibility, 'on')

























% --- Executes on selection of 'save -> power plot' from the
file menu.
function savePowerPlot Callback(hobject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% opens a standard save file dialog box pointing at the path
specified by
% ppimagepath. the powerPlot is saved as an image file and
the pathname
% is stored in the global variable ppimage path for future
use. also, the
% current directory is changed to the home path (important: in
case the gui
% is closed).
% hObject handle to savePowerPlot (see GC5O)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
NATLAB













[filename_, pathname, filter-index] - uiputfile
({'*.bmp','Windows@ Bitmap (BMP)';'*.gif','Graphics
Interchange Format (GIF)'; ...
*.hdf','Hierarchical Data Format
(HDF4)';'*.jpg','Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)';...
*.pcx','Windows Paintbrush (PCX)';'*.pgm','Portable
Graymap (PGM)';'*.png','Portable Network Graphics (PNG)';...
*.ppm','Portable Pixmap (PPM)';'*.pnm','Portable
Anymap (PNM)';'*.ras','Sun" Raster (RAS)';'*.tif','Tagged
Image File Format (TIFF)';...
































% opens a standard save file dialog box pointing at the path
specified by
% fs image path. the background of the panel is set to white
temporarily,
% while the featureSpace Time is saved as an image file after
which the
% background color is restored. also, the pathname is stored
in the global
% variable fs image path for future use.
% hObject handle to saveFeatureSpace (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB







fsTimeVisibility - get(handles.featureSpaceTime, 'Visible');
fsPowerVisibility - get(handles.featureSpacePower, 'Visible');





[filename, pathname, filter index] - uiputfile
({'*.bmp','Windows@ Bitmap (BMP)' ;'*.gif','Graphics
Interchange Format (GIF)';...
'*.hdf','Hierarchical Data Format
(HDF4)';'*.jpg','Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)';...
'*.pcx','Windows Paintbrush (PCX)';'*.pgm','Portable
Graymap (PGM)';'*.png','Portable Network Graphics (PNG)';...
'*.ppm','Portable Pixmap (PPM)';'*.pnm','Portable
Anymap (PNM)';'*.ras','Sun" Raster (RAS)';'*.tif','Tagged
Image File Format (TIFF)';...
'*.xwd' ,'X Windows Dump (XWD)'}, 'Save feature space
(time channel) as:',[filename(l:end-4) '_fsTime']);
if filename -- 0
fsimagepath - pathname;
cd(fsimagepath)
















[filename, pathname, filter index] - uiputfile
({'*.bmp','Windows@ Bitmap (BMP)';'*.gif','Graphics
Interchange Format (GIF)'; ...
*.hdf','Hierarchical Data Format
(HDF4)';'*.jpg','Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)';...
'*.pcx','Windows Paintbrush (PCX)';'*.pgm','Portable
Graymap (PGM)' ;'*.png' ,'Portable Network Graphics (PNG)'; ...
'*.ppm','Portable Pixmap (PPM)';'*.pnm','Portable
Anymap (PNM)';'*.ras','Sun. Raster (RAS)';'*.tif' ,'Tagged
Image File Format (TIFF)';...
'*.xwd','X Windows Dump (XWD)'},'Save feature space










imwrite (im, filename, filter indices{filter index))










(handles.featureSpacePower, 'Children'), 'Visible' ,fsPowervisib
ility);
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of write from the file menu.
function writeCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to write (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of 'write -> parameters' from the
file menu.
function writeParamsCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% checks to see that atleast one of the three kernels (linear,
polynomial,
% radialBasis, Isigmoid) is selected and if not, it displays a
warning
% dialog and returns.
% otherwise, a standard save file dialog is opened pointing at
% svm param path and if a valid filename is specified, the
parameters are
% written to that file.
% for linear kernel, the parameters include the single support
vector, the
% bias point and the feature vector scaling (along with the
frequency
% limits for each of the selected features). for polynomial
and radialBasis
% kernels, the parameters also include alpha values depending
on the number
% of support vectors in each which in turn is determined by
the argument
% passed to redquadh() or rbsrf(). there is an additional
parameter g(amma)
% for radialbasis kernels.
% also, the pathname is stored in the global variable
svm param path for
% future use.
% hObject handle to writeparams (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
















if get (handles.linear, 'Value' )+get (handles. polynomial, 'Value')
+get(handles.radialBasis, 'Value' )0





[filename_, pathname] - uiputfile({'*.txt'},'Write SVM
Parameters to:',[filename ' SVM parameters.txt']); %#ok<NASGU>
if filename --0
sym-param path - pathname;
cd(svm_parampath)
fid - fopen([pathname filename_],'wb');
fprintf(fid, '----------Time channel----------\n');
if get(handles.linear,'Value') &a linear ctr time.exists
fprintf(fid, '--------Linear---------- );
fprintf(fid,'// Support Vectors\n');
fprintf(fid, '%d %d\n' ,linearctrtime.mdl.W
(1),linear_ctrtime.mdl.W(2));
fprintf(fid, '\n// Feature Vector Scaling\n');
fprintf(fid,'%d-%d %d %d\n',[band ranges
(1,band indices); band ranges (2, band indices) ;minPowerband';





if get(handles.polynomial,'Value') && polyctr time.exists
fprintf(fid, '-------Polynomial----------\n');
fprintf(fid,'// Support Vectors\n');
fprintf(fid, '%d %d\n' ,polyctr time.mdl.sv.X);
fprintf(fid,'\n// Alpha\n');
fprintf(fid, '%d\n' ,polyctr _time.mdl.Alpha);
fprintf(fid,'\n// Feature Vector Scaling\n');
fprintf(fid,'%d-%d %d %d\n',[band ranges
(1, band indices) ; band ranges (2, band-indices) ;minPowerband'











fprintf(fid,'\n// Feature Vector Scaling\n');
fprintf(fid, '%d-%d %d %d\n' ,[band ranges
(1, band indices) ; band-ranges (2, band-indices) ;min Power-band'













fprintf(fid,'\n// Feature Vector Scaling\n');
fprintf(fid, 'ch1 %d %d\n',[min
(Power learn classify_power(:,2) );(max
(Power learn classify_power(:,2))-sin
(Power learn classifypower(:,2) ))^-l]);
fprintf(fid, 'ch2 %d %d\n' ,[min











fprintf(fid, '%d %d\n' ,polyctr_power.mdl.sv.X);
fprintf(fid,'\n// Alpha\n');
fprintf(fid, '%d\n' ,polyctrpower.mdl.Alpha);
fprintf(fid,'\n// Feature Vector Scaling\n');
fprintf(fid, 'ch1 %d %d\n' ,[min
(Power learnclassify_power(:, 2)); (max
(Power learn classifypower(:,2) )-min
(Power learn classifypower(:,2)) )^-l]);
fprintf(fid, 'ch2 %d %d\n',[min









fprintf(fid, '--- Radial Basis---------- );
fprintf(fid,'// Support Vectors\n');
fprintf(fid, '%d %d\n' ,rbfctr power.mdl.sv.X);
fprintf(fid,'\n// Alpha\n');
fprintf(fid,'%d\n',rbf ctr_power.mdl.Alpha);
fprintf(fid,'\n// Feature Vector Scaling\n');
fprintf(fid,'chl %d %d\n',[min
(Power learn classifypower( :, 2)); (max
(Power learn-classifypower( :, 2)) -min
(Power learn classify_power(:,2)) )^-1]);
fprintf(fid,'ch2 %d %d\n',[min
(Power learn classify_power( :,3)) ; (max
(Powerlearn classifypower( :,3))-min











% --- Executes on selection of 'write -> indicator' from the
file menu.
function writeIndicatorCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD , DEFNU>
% checks to see that atleast one of the three state markers
(statel,
% state2, invalidState) has been used to mark the data and if
not, it
% displays an error dialog and returns.
% otherwise, a new * ind##.bin file is generated where ##
depends on the
% number of *_ind.bion files already present, corresponding to
this data
% file. the indicator function is written to this file (0 for
statel, 1 for
% state2, 2 for invalidState). unmarked data is assumed to be
in
% invalidState by default.
% note: no save file dialog is presented. the *_ind.bin files
should be in
% <homepath\..\bin\inds\>.
% hObject handle to writeParams (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB











if isempty(statel times) && isempty(state2_times) L& isempty
(state0_times)
errordlg('You should have the states marked before you can
write this to filel','Warning','replace')
return
end
% assumes the unmarked segments are to be neglected by the SVM
classifier,




filenames - cellstr (filenames mat( strmatch (filename
(1:end-4) ,filenames mat),:));
filenames - strrep(filenames, '.mat',');
filenamesinds - sort(str2double(filenames));
filenamenew - [filename(l:end-4) '_' num2str(length
(filenames inds)+l)];
if time-channel exists && power_channelexists
timechannel_ - timechannel;
powerchannel - power_ channel;
timechannel - rmfield(time-channel,'time_ axis');
%#ok<NASGU>
powerchannel - rufield(powerchannel,'time axis');
%#ok<NASGU>
save(filename new,'time channel','power channel');
timechannel - timechannel_;
powerchannel - powerchannel_;
elseif time channel exists
timechannel_ - timechannel;





powerchannel_ - power_ channel;





- error('Should never be here! There should be at least time
channel OR power channel data loaded in order for the save
option to be available for the indicator');
end
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of exit from the file menu.
function exitCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% clears all variables and closes all figures including the
gui.
%
% hObject handle to exit (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB








% --- Executes on selection of edit from the menubar.
function editCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% doesn't work as planned.
%
% hObject handle to edit (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of 'edit -> time plot' from the
edit menu.
function editTimePlotCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% doesn't work as planned. this is supposed to make the
timePlot axes
% editable to get images for papers/proposals/etc.
%
% hObject handle to editTimePlot (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of 'edit -> feature space' from
the edit menu.
function editreatureSpaceCallback (hObject, eventdata,
handles) %#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% doesn't work as planned. this is supposed to make the
featureSpaceTime
% axes editable to get images for papers/proposals/etc.
S
% hObject handle to editFeatureSpace (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of mark from the edit menu.
function markCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to mark (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of 'mark -> state l' from the edit
menu.
function markStatelCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
W 'checks'/'unchecks' the corresponding option (State 1) in
the mark menu.
% it also 'unchecks'/resets' the other two options in the
mark menu and
% 'disables' zoom on the timePlot, so you switch from zoom to
mark only
% one state at a time.
%
% hobject handle to markStatel (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB






























% --- Executes on selection of 'mark -> state 2' from the edit
menu.
function markState2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% 'checks'/ unchecks' the corresponding option (State 2) in
the mark menu.
% it also 'unchecks'/resets' the other two options in the
mark menu and
% 'disables' zoom on the timePlot, so you switch from zoom to
mark only
% one state at a time.
% hobject handle to markState2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB






























% --- Executes on selection of 'mark -> invalid state' from
the edit menu.
function markStateOCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% 'checks'/'unchecks' the corresponding option (Invalid State)
in the mark
% menu. it also 'unchecks'/resets' the other two options in
the mark menu
% and 'disables' zoom on the timePlot, so you switch from zoom
to mark only
% one state at a time.
% hObject handle to markStateQ (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB






























% --- Executes on selection of view from the menubar.
function viewCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to view (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of zoom from the view menu.
function zoom Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to zoom (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of 'zoom -> time plot' from the
view menu.
function zoomsimePlotCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% 'checks'/'unchecks' the corresponding option in the view
menu and
% enables(if timePlot if visible)/disables zoom on the
timeplot.
% hobject handle to zoomTimePlot (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB













% --- Executes on selection of 'zoom -> power plot' from the
view menu.
function zoomPowerPlotCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% 'checks'/unchecks' the corresponding option in the view
menu and
% enables(if powerPlot if visible)/disables zoom on the
powerplot.
% hObject handle to zoomPowerPlot (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB













% --- Executes on selection of 'zoom -> feature space' from
the view menu.
function zoomFeatureSpace Callback (hObject, eventdata,
handles) %#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% 'checks'/unchecks' the corresponding option in the view
menu and
% enables/disables zoom on the featureSpaceTime.
% hObject handle to zoomFeatureSpace (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)




















% --- Executes on zoom operation.
function adjustPlotLimits(hObject, eventdata)
%#ok<INUSL>
% adjusts the horizontal and vertical sliders' steps and
values for the
% timePlot or powerPlot appropriately using the same special
formula, if
% the zoom operation was a zoom-out (all the way) or a reset-
to-original,
% the slider(s) is/are disabled, also, the limitMarkers are
plotted again.
% the method simply returns if the zoom operation occurred on
% featureSpace Time.
% hObject handle to zoom (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB

















xblock = xlim _(2)-xlim (1);
yblock - ylim (2)-ylim (1);
if isTimePlotVisible
xrange - xlim tp(2)-xlim~tp(1);
















































































% --- Executes on selection of 'reset to original view' from
the view menu.
function resetCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to reset (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of 'reset -> time plot' from the
view menu.
function resetTimePlotCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL>
% resets the timePlot by zooming out on it, if it's visible.
% hobject handle to resetTimePlot (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB





% --- Executes on selection of 'reset -> power plot' from the
view menu.
function resetPowerPlotCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL>
% resets the powerPlot by zooming out on it, if it's visible.
%
% hObject handle to resetPowerPlot (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB





% --- Executes on selection of 'reset -> feature space' from
the view menu.
function resetFeatureSpace Callback(hObject, eventdata,
handles) %#ok<INUSL>
% resets the featureSpaceTime by zooming out on it.
%
% hObject handle to resetFeatureSpace (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
fSTimeisibility - get(handles.featureSpaceTime,'Visible');











(handles.featureSpacePower, 'Children'), 'Visible' ,fsPowervisib
ility);
clearvars
% --- Executes on selection of 'reset -> all' from the view
menu.
function resetAll Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% resets both the timePlot/powerPlot (whichever is visible)
and the
% featureSpaceTime using their callbacks.
%
% hObject handle to resetAll (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB






% --- Executes on mouse press over timePlot axes background.
function timePlot_ButtonDownlcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL>
% if buttonDown event arose while one the mark* options is
selected,
% then appropriate state*_times arrays are updated with the
marked time
% intervals and state*timeMarkers arrays are updated with the
new time
% markers. also, these new time markers are plotted on the
powerPlot and
% the Power learn time and Power classifytime points in the
% featureSpaceTime are colored appropriately. lastly, the
indicator
% function is updated and replotted on the timePlot.
% note: this function makes handles all the various cases and
traverses




% hObject handle to timePlot (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB

































timePlotVisibility - get(handles.timePlot, 'Visible');
powerPlotVisibility = get(handles.powerPlot, 'Visible');
if strcmp(get(handles.markStatel, 'Checked' ), 'on')
if state!_start-=-1
state! end = cp(1,1);
if statelend<=state1start













log2 statel - find(statel_start<-stateltimes































(:,1) & state2_times(:,1)<state1_end & state!_end<state2_times
(:,2));
state2 times(log2_state2,1) = state _end;
log3_state2 = find(statelstart<state2_times
(:,2) & state2_times(:,2)<=statelend £



















(:,1) & state0_times(:,1)<statelend & state!_end<stateOtimes
(:,2));
stateOtimes(log2_state0,1) - state! end;
log3_state0 = find(state1_start<statetimes
(:,2) & state0_times(:,2)<=statelend a






































































tempend marker - state2_timeMarkers
(log4_state2,2);
state2_timeHarkers(log4_state2,2) - plot
(handles. timePlot, statelstart, ylimtp (2)- (ylimtp (2) -ylimtp
(1))
*0.01,'MarkerFaceColor','b','MarkerEdgeColor','b','Marker','<'





































for end marker - tempend marker
stateO0timeMarkers -







if time channel exists
% mark Power learn-time and color the points
in featureSpace_Time
if statel start>-learn start time S&
statelstart<learn end time




1),'Color',clr learn{1}); % end-I
learnpts time(round((statelstart-
learnstart time)*update rate+1):round((statelend-
learn_start time)*update rate),3) - 1;
else
set (learnpts time (round
((statelstart-learnstart time)*update rate+1):end,
1),'Color',clr-learn{1}); % length(Power learntime)->end
learnpts time(round((statelstart-
learnstart time)*update rate+1):end,3) - 1;
end






learnstart time)*update rate),3) - 1;
end
end
% mark Power classifytime and color the
points in featureSpaceTime




((statelstart-classifystart time)*update rate+1) :round
((statel end-classify start time)*update rate),
1),'Color',clr-classify{1}); % end-i
classifypts time(round( (statelstart-
classify start time)*update rate+l):round((statelend-
classifystart time)*update rate),3) - 1;
else
set(classifyptstime(round
((statel start-classifystart time)*update rate+l):end,
1),'Color',clr-classify{1}); % length(Power classify time)-
>end
classifypts time(round( (statelstart-
classifystart time)*update rate+l):end,3) - 1;
end






classifystart time)*update rate),3) - 1;
end
end








if powerchannelexists % changed from original
% mark learn_ptspower and color the points in
featureSpacePower
if statel start>-learn start time &&
statel start<learn end time












learnptspower (round ( (statel_start-
learnstart time)*power_channel.Fs+1):end,3) - 1;
end






learnstart time)*powerchannel.Fs),3) - 1;
end
end
% mark classifyptspower and color the points
in featureSpace Power




classify start time)*powerchannel.Fs+1):round( (statel end-
classify start time)*powerchannel.Fs),1), 'Color' ,clr classify
classifyptspower(round
((statel_start-classifystart time)*powerchannel.Fs+1):round















((statelend-classifystart time)*power channel.Fs),3) 1;
end
end














elseif strcmp(get(handles.markState2, 'Checked' ), 'on')
if state2_start---1
state2 end = cp(1,l);
if state2_end<=state2_start
set ( state2 timeMarkers ( length
(state2_timeMarkers(:,1)),
1),'Visible','off','Handlevisibility','off');
































state2_times - [state2_times; state2_start
end
computedLogstate2 - 1;
state2_times = [state2_times; state2_start
end
if size(stateltimes)
log1_statel - find(state2 start<=stateltimes
(:,1) & state2_end>-state1_times(:,2));
stateltimes(loglstatel,:) - [];
log2_statel - find(state2_start<=stateltimes(:,1) a
stateltimes(:,1)<state2_end a state2_end<stateltimes(:,2));
stateltimes(log2_statel,1) - state2 end;
log3_statel - find(state2_start<stateltimes
(:,2) & stateltimes(:,2)<-state2_end a







for endtime - tempend time











(:,1) & stateOtimes(:,1)<state2_end & state2_end<stateOtimes
(:,2));
stateOtimes(log2_state,l) - state2 end;
log3_state0 - find(state2_start<state0_times
(:,2) & stateOtimes(:,2)<=state2_end a




















(log2_state2,:), 'Visible' , 'off' , 'Handlevisibility' , 'off');
state2_timearkers(log2_state2,:) -
set(state2_timeMarkers


































































































% mark Power learn time and color the points
in featureSpaceTime
if state2 start>-learn start time A&
state2_start<learn end time
if state2 end<learn end time
set(learnpts time(round
((state2_start-learn start time) *update rate+l) :round
((state2_end-learnstart time)*update rate),
1),'Color',clrlearn{2}); % end-i
learnpts time (round ( (state2_start-
learn_start time)*update rate+1):round( (state2_end-
learnstart time)*update rate),3) - 2;
else
set(learnpts time(round
((state2_start-learn start time)*update rate+1):end,
1),'Color',clr-learn{2}); % length(Power learn time)->end
learnpts time (round ( (state2_start-
learnstart time)*updaterate+l):end,3) - 2;
end
else if state2_end>-learn start time &&





learnstart time)*update rate),3) - 2;
end
end
% mark Power classify time and color the
points in featureSpaceTime




((state2 start-classify start time)*update rate+1) :round
((state2 end-classifystart time)*update rate),
1),'Color',clrclassify{2}); % end-i
classifypts time(round((state2_start-
classify start time)*update rate+l):round((state2_end-
classify start time)*update rate),3) - 2;
else
set(classifypts time(round
((state2_start-classifystart time)*update rate+1) :end,
1), 'Color' ,clrclassify{2}); % length(Powerclassify time)-
>end
classifypts time (round ( (state2_start-
classifystart time)*update rate+1):end,3) - 2;
end
else if state2_end>-classify starttime £5
state2_end<classifyend_time
set(classifyptstime(1:round
((state2_end-classify start time)*update rate),
1),'Color',clrclassify{2}); % end-i
classifypts time(1:round((state2_end-
classify start time)*update rate),3) - 2;
end
end









% mark learn pts power and color the points in
featureSpace Power
if state2_start>-learn start time 5£
state2_start<learn end time













learnstart time)*power_channel.Fs+l):end,3) - 2;
end





learn-ptspower (1: round( (state2_end-
learn_start time)*powerchannel.Fs),3) - 2;
end
end
% mark classify pts_power and color the points
in featureSpacePower




classifystart time)*powerchannel.Fs+1 ) :round ( (state2 end-

















































































loglstate2 - find(stateO start<=state2 times
(:,1) & state0 end>-state2 times(:,2));
state2_times(logl_state2,:) - [];
log2_state2 = find(state0_start<=state2_times
(:,1) & state2_times(:,1)<stateOend & state0_end<state2_times
(:,2));
state2_times(log2_state2,1) - state0 end;
log3_state2 = find(state0 start<state2_times
















log2_statel = find(state0 start<-stateltimes












for endtime - tempendtime































































*0.01, 'MarkerFaceColor' , 'b' , 'MarkerEdgeColor' , 'b' , 'Marker','<'
end
if log4_state2






for endmarker - tempend marker
state2 timeMarkers -







































if time channel exists
% mark Power-learn time and color the points
in featureSpace Time
if state0 start>-learn start time &&
state0_start<learn end time






learnstart time)*update rate+1):round( (state0_end-






learnstart time)*update rate+l):end,3) - 3;
end




1),'Color' ,clr-learn{3}); % end-I
learnpts time(l:round((stateOend-
learnstart time)*update rate),3) - 3;
end
end
% mark Power classifytime and color the
points in featureSpace Time









classifystart time)*update rate),3) - 3;
else
set(classifypts time(round
((stateO start-classify start time)*update rate+1):end,
1), 'Color' ,clr-classify{3}); % length(Powerclassifytime)-
>end
classifyptstime(round((state0_start-
classify start time)*update rate+1):end,3) - 3;
end
else if state0_end>-classifystarttime 55
stateOend<classifyend_time
set(classifypts-time(1:round
((stateO end-classify start time)*update rate),
1),'Color',clr-classify{3}); % end-i
classifyptstime(1:round((stateOend-
classify start time)*update rate),3) - 3;
end
end








% mark Power learn classifypower and color the
points in featureSpacePower
if powerchannelexists
% mark learnpts power and color the points in
featureSpacePower
if stateO start>-learn start time 55
stateO0start<learn end time







learnstart-time)*powerchannel .Fs), 3) - 3;
else
set (learnptspower (round
((stateo start-learnstart time)*power channel.Fs+1):end,
1), 'Color' ,clr-learn{3});
learnptspower(round( (stateO_start-
learnstart time)*power_channel.Fs+l):end,3) - 3;
end






learnstart time)*powerchannel.Fs),3) - 3;
end
end
% mark classifypts_power and color the points
in featureSpace Power
























((stateOend-classifystart time)*powerchannel.Fs),3) - 3;
end
end


















(handles.timePlot, 'Children'), 'Visible' ,timePlotVisibility);
set(handles.powerPlot, 'Visible' ,powerPlotVisibility);
set(get
(handles.powerPlot, 'Children'), 'Visible' ,powerPlotVisibility);
showLearnSetCallback (0,0, handles);







% --- Executes on slider movement.
function hSlidertpCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% xlim of the timePlot is adjusted depending on the 'value' of
the
% hslider tp using a special formula. this formula is needed
to scale the
% times (0-max) to time windows (number of time windows is
lesser by 1).
% also, the limitHarkers are plotted again.
%
% hObject handle to hSlidertp (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'Value') returns position of slider
% get(hObject,'Min') and get(hObject,'Max') to
determine range of slider
global xlimntp;
xlim_ - get(handles.timePlot,'XLim');
xrange - xlimtp(2)-xlim tp(1);
xblock - xlim_(2)-xlim_(1);
xstart - xlim tp(1)+get(hObject, 'Value' )*(xrange-xblock);
set(handles.timePlot, 'XLim' , [xstart xstart+xblock])
plotLimitMarkersTimePlot (handles);
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function hSlidertpCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hobject handle to hSlider tp (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called






% --- Executes on slider movement.
function vSlider-tpCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% ylim of the timePlot is adjusted depending on the 'value' of
the
% hSlidertp using a special formula. this formula is needed
to scale the
% voltage (0-max) to voltage windows (number of time windows
is lesser by
% 1). also, the limitMarkers are plotted again.
%
% hobject handle to vSlider tp (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'Value') returns position of slider
% get(hObject,'Min') and get(hObject,'Max') to









% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function vSlidertpCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to vSlider tp (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
RATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called






% --- Executes on slider movement.
function hSlider_pp_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% xlim of the powerPlot is adjusted depending on the 'value'
of the
% hSlider pp using a special formula. this formula is needed
to scale the
% times (0-max) to time windows (number of time windows is
lesser by 1).
% also, the limitarkers are plotted again.
%
% hobject handle to hSlider pp (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'Value') returns position of slider
% get(hObject,'Min') and get(hObject,'Max') to
determine range of slider
global xlimpp;
xlim_ - get(handles.powerPlot,'XLim');
xrange - xlim pp(2)-xlimpp(l);
xblock - xlim_(2)-xlim_(l);
xstart = xlimpp(1)+get(hobject, 'Value' )*(xrange-xblock);
set (handles .powerPlot, 'XLim' , [xstart xstart+xblock])
plotLimitHarkersPowerPlot(handles);
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function hSlider-ppCreatecn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to hSlider pp (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: slider controls usually have a light gray background.





% --- Executes on slider movement.
function vSlider_ppCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% ylim of the powerPlot is adjusted depending on the 'value'
of
% the vSlider pp using a special formula. this formula is
needed to scale
% the voltage (0-max) to voltage windows (number of time
windows is lesser
% by 1). also, the limitMarkers are plotted again.
% hObject handle to vSlider pp (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'Value') returns position of slider
% get(hObject,'Min') and get(hObject,'Max') to




yblock - ylim (2)-ylim_- (1);
ystart - ylimpp(1 )+get(hObject,'Value')*(yrange-yblock);
set(handles.powerPlot, 'YLim' ,[ystart ystart+yblock])
plotLimitHarkersPowerPlot(handles);
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function vSliderppCreateFcn(hbject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to vSlider pp (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called






% --- Helper function for load Callback, SliderCallback,
adjustPlotLimits.
function plotLimitHarkers TimePlot(handles) %#ok<INUSD>
% if learn , classify limit markers are already present
(after zoom or
% slide operations and not right after the file is loaded),
they are made
% invisible. and new markers, for the learn , classify_ limits
and state*
% indicators, are plotted on the timePlot and powerPlot.
% learnclassify markersPresent flag indicating whether
the markers are present already
% handles structure with handles and








global classify start line-tp;
global classifyend-linetp;
global learn-start time;



























% plot learn , classify_ limit markers and selectedPoint
marker on timePlot







[0 0.749 0.749],'MarkerEdgeColor',[0 0.749
0.749],'Marker','v','HitTest','off','Visible',timePlotVisibili
ty);





classifystart line tp - plot








0], 'Marker',' , 'HitTest' ,'off', 'Visible' ,timePlotVisibility);
if -isempty(selectedPointTime)
set
(selectedPoint linetpTime, 'Visible', 'off', 'HandleVisibility'
,'off');
selectedPoint lineItpTime - plot
(h timePlotselectedTimeTime,ylim_(1), 'MarkerFaceColor',
[0.749 0 0.749],'MarkerEdgeColor',[0.749 0
0.749],'Marker','*','Visible',timePlotVisibility);
end









































% --- Helper function for load Callback, Slider Callback,
adjustPlotLimits.
function plotLimitHarkersPowerPlot(handles) %#ok<INUSD>
% if learn , classify limit markers are already present
(after zoom or
% slide operations and not right after the file is loaded),
they are made
% invisible. and new markers, for the learn , classify_ limits
and state*
% indicators, are plotted on the timePlot and powerPlot.
% learn classify markersPresent
the markers are present already
% handles




























if learn end linepp
try
set
























delta - 0.005*(xlim (2)-xlim_(1));
hold(hpowerPlot, 'on');
learnstartlinepp - plot (h_powerPlot, learnstarttime
+delta*2,ylim_(2)-(ylim (2)-ylim (1))*0.01, 'MarkerFaceColor',
[0 0.749 0.749],'MarkerEdgeColor',[0 0.749
0.749], 'Marker', 'v' , 'HitTest' ,'off', 'Visible' ,powerPlotVisibil
ity);
learn end linepp - plot(hpowerPlot,learnendtime-
delta, ylim_(2)-(ylim_(2)-ylim()) *0.01, 'MarkerFaceColor ' ,[0
0.749 0.749],'MarkerEdgeColor',[0 0.749
0.749], 'Marker', 'v' , 'HitTest' ,'off', 'Visible' ,powerPlotVisibil
ity);




0], 'Marker',' ^' , 'HitTest' ,'off', 'Visible' ,powerPlotVisibility)




0], 'Marker', '^' , 'HitTest', 'off', 'Visible' ,powerPlotVisibility)
if -isempty(selectedPointTime)
set
(selectedPoint lineppTime, 'Visible' , 'off' , 'HandleVisibility'
,'off');
selectedPoint line-ppTime - plot
(hpowerPlot, selectedTime Time,ylim_ (1), 'MarkerFaceColor',
[0.749 0 0.749],'MarkerEdgeColor',[0.749 0




(selectedPoint lineppPower, 'Visible' , 'off' , 'HandleVisibility
",'off');
selectedPoint lineppPower - plot
(hpowerPlot,selectedTime Power,ylim_(1),'MarkerFaceColor',





% --- Executes on string change in shift time.
function shifttimeCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL, DEFNU>
% hobject handle to shift time (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of shift time
as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of



















global classify start index time;










shift inds time - round(shift time*time_channel.Fs)+1;
if isDATFile | | isToneFile









timechannel.data - [data original(shift indstime:length
(data original(:,1)),1) data original(1:length(data original
(:,l))-shift inds time+1,2)];
if isDATFile || isToneile
Powerlearn_classifypower -
Powerlearn classifypoweroriginal(shift indspower:length
(Power learn classifypower original(:,1)),:);
end
else
time channel.data - [data original(l:length(data original
(:,1))-abs(shift inds time)+1,1) data original(abs
(shift inds time):length(data original(:,1)),2)];
if isDATFile 1| isToneFile
Powerlearnclassifypower -
Powerlearnclassifypoweroriginal(1:length




% size(time channel.time axis)
time channel.time axis - timeaxisoriginal(1,1:length





ylabel (handles .timePlot, 'voltage





% h ind line time=plot
(handles.timePlot,time-channel.timeaxis,time channel.indicato
r*(max(time_channel.data(:,l))-min(timechannel.data(:,1)))
*0 .251-min (time channel.data (:, 1) ), 'r' , 'HitTest' , 'of f' );
plotIndicatorLine (handles);
axis(handles.timePlot, 'tight');
% this might not be what we need, if we are shifting time
for .dat files <-





ylabel (handles .powerPlot, 'power
( w) ', * andlevisibility ',' on ', 'FontUnits ', get (gcf , 'Units ')) ;
title(handles.powerPlotregexprep(filename, \
\_ '),'Handlevisibility','on','FontUnits',get(gcf,'Units'));
if isDATFile || isTonerile
br_lopowerchannel - plot
(handles.powerPlot,time-axispp,Powerlearn classifypower(:,




3),'Color',[0.7 0.7 0],'HitTest','off','LineWidth',1.5); %
hi frequency range
legend([br lopowerchannel,br hiypower channel],'BR Power






% (learn_, classify_), (start , end_), (time, index)
learnstart time - 0;
learn end time - length(time channel.time axis)*2/3/
time_channel.Fs;
classifystarttime - learnendtime;
classifyendtime - length(time channel.timeaxis)/
time channel.Fs;
learnstartindextime - 1;
learn end index time - round(learn endtime*time channel.Fa);
% update-rate;
classify_startindextime - learnend index time+l;
classifyendindex time - round
(classifyendtime*time channel.Fs); % update rate;
set(handles.learnstart,'String',num2str(round
(learn start time)), 'Enable','on');
set(handles.learn end, 'String' ,num2str(round
(learn end time)), 'Enable', 'on');
set( handles.classify start, 'String' ,num2str(round
(classifystart time)),'Enable' ,'on');
set(handles.classifyend,'String',num2str(round








% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function shifttime CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% added this option to shift the indicator with respest to the
signal in
% time, for analyses purposes. right now, this textbox is
rendered
% invisible and no shifting is being done. see %%% shift (?)
for
% implementation details in loadCallback_helper.
% hObject handle to shift time (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on string change in learn start.
function learnstartCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% checks to make sure that the start time specified is not
less than zero
% or greater than the end time for the learning set, which if
it is, a
% warning dialog is displayed and the time is set back to the
most recent
% (valid) value.
% otherwise learn start time is set, the corresponding marker
is made% invisible, a new marker is assigned, learn start index is
recalculated
% and featureSpace Time (note the argument 0 in the call to
% plot FSTime), featureSpace Power are plotted again.
%
% hObject handle to learn start (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of learn-start
as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
learn start as a double
global learnstart time;









max - learnend time;
if value<min || value>-max


















showlassifySet Callback (0,0, handles);
showUnmarkedPointsCallback( 0,0 ,handles);
end
set(handles.learnstart, 'String' ,num2str(learn start time));
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function learnstartCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to learn start (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on string change in learn end.
function learnendCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% checks to make sure that the end time specified is not less
than the
% start time for the learning set or greater than the absolute
maximum end
% time, which if it is, a warning dialog is displayed and the
time is set
% back to the most recent (valid) value.
% otherwise learn end time is set, the corresponding marker is
made
% invisible, a new marker is assigned, learn end index is
recalculated
% and featureSpaceTime (note the argument 0 in the call to
% plot_FSTime), featureSpace Power are plotted again.
%
% hObject handle to learn-end (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of learn-end
as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of










min - learn start time;
max - length (time-channel. data) /timechannel. Fs;
if value<-min || value>max
errordlg(['The learn end time should be between ' num2str
(min) ' and ' num2str(max)],'Warning','modal');
else
learnendtime - value;
if time channel exists
learnendindex time - round












showClassifySet Callback (0,0, handles);
showUnmarkedPointsCallback (0,0, handles);
end
set(handles.learnend, 'String' ,num2str(learn end time));
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function learnendCreatercn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to learn end (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on string change in classify start.
function classifystartCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% checks to make sure that the start time specified is not
less than zero
% or greater than the end time for the classification set,
which if it is,
% a warning dialog is displayed and the time is set back to
the most recent
% (valid) value.
% otherwise classifystarttime is set, the corresponding
marker is made
% invisible, a new marker is assigned, classifystart index is
recalculated
% and featureSpaceTime (note the argument 0 in the call to
% plot FSTime), featureSpace Power are plotted again.
%
% hObject handle to classify start (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
classify start as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
classifystart as a double
global classify-start time;










if value<min || value>-max
errordlg(['The classify start time should be between 0 and
num2str(max)],'Warning','modal');
else















showClassifySet Callback (0,0, handles);
showUnmarkedPointsCallback (0,0, handles);
end
set (handles.classify start, 'String ',num2str
(classify start time));
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function classifystartCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to classifystart (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on string change in classifyend.
function classifyend Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% checks to make sure that the end time specified is not less
than the
% start time for the classification set or greater than the
absolute
% maximum end time, which if it is, a warning dialog is
displayed and the
% time is set back to the most recent (valid) value.
% otherwise classifyendtime is set, the corresponding marker
is made
% invisible, a new marker is assigned, classifyend index is
recalculated
% and featureSpace Time (note the argument 0 in the call to
% plotFSTime), featureSpace Power are plotted again.
%
% hObject handle to classifyend (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
classify end as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
classifyend as a double
global classify-start time;
global classifyendtime;




global time channel exists;
global powerchannel exists;
value - str2double(get(hObject,'String'));
min - classify-start time;
max - length(timechannel.data)/time channel.Fs;
if value<-min |1 value>max
errordlg(['The classify end time should be between
num2str(min) ' and ' num2str(max)],'Warning','modal');
else
classifyend time - value;

















set(handles.classifyend, 'String' ,num2str(classifyend time));
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function classifyendCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to classifyend (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on button press in showPlot.
function showPlotCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% toggles between the timePlot and the powerPlot,
'shows'/hides' the
% legends and adjusts the allowAxesZoom for the plots
appropriately.
%
% hObject handle to showPlot (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
RATLAB





































setAllowAxesZoom( zoom,handles .timePlot, isTimePlotVisible);
setAllowAxeszoom( zoom,handles.powerPlot, -isTimePlotVisible);
if strcmp(get(handles.zoomTimePlot, 'Checked' ), 'off')
setAllowAxeszoom( zoom, handles.timePlot, false);
else
if isTimePlotVisible
setAllowAxesZoom( zoom, handles. timePlot, true);
end
end








% --- Executes on selection change in fft size.
function fftsizeCallback(hobject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% the fft size global variable is update and if a file has
already been
% loaded, the featureSpace Time and the powerPlot are plotted
again.
%
% hObject handle to fft size (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = get(hObject,'String') returns fft size
contents as cell array
% contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item
from fft size
global fft size;
% global time channel exists;
contents - get(hObject,'String');
fft size - str2double(contents{get(hObject,'Value')});






% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function fftsize_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to fft size (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on selection change in update rate.
function update rateCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% the update rate global variable is updated and if a file has
already been
% loaded, the graphs of power from time channel on the
powerPlot are made
% invisible and the featureSpaceTime and the powerPlot are
plotted again.
% hObject handle to update rate (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = get(hObject,'String') returns update rate
contents as cell array










% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function update rateCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to update rate (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on button press in alpha.
function alphaCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% if the checkbox is 'checked', the band index is added to
band indices and
% a call to checkFtrSelected is made to make sure a valid
number of
% features is selected. the featureSpaceTime and the
powerPlot are plotted
% again if there is a file loaded and there are two features
selected.
% if the checkbox is 'unchecked', the band-index is removed
from
% band indices, the corresponding graph is made invisible on
powerPlot and
% the featureSpaceTime plot is left as it is.
% hobject handle to alpha (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)





bandindices - union(band indices,1);














% --- Executes on button press in beta.
function beta_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% if the checkbox is 'checked', the band-index is added to
band indices and
% a call to checkFtrSelected is made to make sure a valid
number of
% features is selected, the featureSpaceTime and the
powerPlot are plotted
% again if there is a file loaded and there are two features
selected.
% if the checkbox is 'unchecked', the band index is removed
from
% band indices, the corresponding graph is made invisible on
powerPlot and
% the featureSpace Time plot is left as it is.
% hObject handle to beta (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)





bandindices - union(band indices,2);












band-indices - setdiff(band indices,2);
end
clearvars
% --- Executes on button press in gamma.
function gammaCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% if the checkbox is 'checked', the band index is added to
band indices and
% a call to checkFtrSelected is made to make sure a valid
number of
% features is selected. the featurespace Time and the
powerPlot are plotted
% again if there is a file loaded and there are two features
selected.
% if the checkbox is 'unchecked', the band index is removed
from
% band indices, the corresponding graph is made invisible on
powerPlot and
% the featurespaceTime plot is left as it is.
%
% hObject handle to gamma (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)





bandindices - union(band indices,3);














% --- Executes on button press in delta.
function deltaCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% if the checkbox is 'checked', the band-index is added to
band indices and
% a call to checkFtrSelected is made to make sure a valid
number of
% features is selected. the featureSpace Time and the
powerPlot are plotted
% again if there is a file loaded and there are two features
selected.
% if the checkbox is 'unchecked', the band index is removed
from
% band indices, the corresponding graph is made invisible on
powerPlot and
% the featureSpaceTime plot is left as it is.
%
% hObject handle to delta (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)





bandindices - union(band indices,4);














% --- Executes on button press in arbitraryl.
function arbitrary1_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% if the checkbox is 'checked', the bandindex is added to
band indices and
% a call to checkFtrSelected is made to make sure a valid
number of
% features is selected. the featureSpace Time and the
powerPlot are plotted
% again if there is a file loaded and there are two features
selected,
% using the default lower-end (2.5 Hz) and upper-end (16 Hz)
values. and
% the textboxes to change these are also enabled.
% if the checkbox is 'unchecked', the band index is removed
from
% band indices, the corresponding graph is made invisible on
powerPlot and
% the featureSpace Time plot is left as it is. also, the
textboxes to
% change the end frequencies are disabled.
%
% hobject handle to arbitraryl (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of
arbitraryl




bandindices - union(band indices,5);


















% --- Executes on text change in arbitrarylstart.
function arbitraryl_startCallback(hobject, eventdata,
handles) %#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% the lower-end frequency is changed. the featureSpace Time
and the
% powerPlot are plotted again if there is a file loaded and
there are two
% features selected, using the new lower-end and upper-end
frequency band
% limits.
% if the lower-end frequency specified is smaller than 0, it
shows a
% warning dialog and resets the value back to the most recent
one used and
% the feature plot is left as it is.
%
% hObject handle to arbitraryl start (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hobject,'String') returns contents of
arbitraryl start as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of




bandstart - str2double(get(hObject, 'String'));
if band start<0
warndlg('The start value has to be at least zero (0
Hz)','Warning','replace');
set(hObject, 'String', band ranges(1,5));
elseif bandstart>-band-ranges(2,5)
warndlg('The start value has to be less than end value of
the range','Warning','replace');
set(hObject, 'String', band ranges(1,5));
else
band ranges(1,5) - band-start;















% hObject handle to arbitrarylstart (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on text change in arbitrarylend.
function arbitraryl endCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% the upper-end frequency is changed. the featureSpaceTime
and the
% powerPlot are plotted again if there is a file loaded and
there are two
% features selected, using the new lower-end and upper-end
frequency band
% limits.
% if the upper-end frequency specified is larger than the
sampling
% frequency, it shows a warning dialog and resets the value
back to the
% most recent one used and the feature plot is left as it is.
%
% hObject handle to arbitrarylend (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
arbitrarylend as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of






if band end>-time channel.Fs





















% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function arbitraryl endCreatercn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to arbitraryl end (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on button press in arbitrary2.
function arbitrary2_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNIU>
% if the checkbox is 'checked', the band index is added to
band indices and
% a call to checkFtrSelected is made to make sure a valid
number of
% features is selected. the featureSpaceTime and the
powerPlot are plotted
% again if there is a file loaded and there are two features
selected,
% using the default lower-end (10 Hz) and upper-end (20 Hz)
values. and the
% textboxes to change these are also enabled.
% if the checkbox is 'unchecked', the band index is removed
from
% band_indices, the corresponding graph is made invisible on
powerPlot and
% the featureSpaceTime plot is left as it is. also, the
textboxes to
% change the end frequencies are disabled.
%
% hObject handle to arbitrary2 (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)






band-indices - union(band indices,6);













bandindices - setdiff(band indices,6);
set(handles.arbitrary2_start, 'Enable' ,'off');
set(handles.arbitrary2_end, 'Enable' , 'off');
end
clearvars
% --- Executes on text change in arbitrary2_start.
function arbitrary2_startCallback(hObject, eventdata,
handles) %#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% the lower-end frequency is changed. the featureSpace Time
and the
% powerPlot are plotted again if there is a file loaded and
there are two
% features selected, using the new lower-end and upper-end
frequency band
% limits.
% if the lower-end frequency specified is smaller than 0, it
shows a
% warning dialog and resets the value back to the most recent
one used and
% the feature plot is left as it is.
%
% hobject handle to arbitrary2_start (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
arbitrary2_start as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of






warndlg('The start value has to be at least zero (0
Hz)','Warning','replace');
set(hObject, 'String' ,band ranges(1,6));
elseif bandstart>-band-ranges(2,6)
warndlg('The start value has to be less than end value of
the range','Warning','replace');
set(hObject, 'String' ,band ranges(1,6));
else
band ranges(1,6) - band-start;















% hObject handle to arbitrary2_start (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on text change in arbitrary2_end.
function arbitrary2_endCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% the upper-end frequency is changed. the featureSpaceTime
and the
% powerPlot are plotted again if there is a file loaded apd
there are two
% features selected, using the new lower-end and upper-end
frequency band
% limits.
% if the upper-end frequency specified is larger than the
sampling
% frequency, it shows a warning dialog and resets the value
back to the
% most recent one used and the feature plot is left as it is.
% hObject handle to arbitrary2_end (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of
arbitrary2_end as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of






if band end>-time channel.Fs
warndlg(['The end value has to be less than the sampling








band ranges(2,6) - band-end;











% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function arbitrary2 endCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to arbitrary2 end (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Helper function for callbacks to each of the band
checkboxes.
function status - checkFtrSelected(hObject)
% it checks to see if the user attempted to select more than 2
features in
% which case it unselects the most recent one and shows a
warning dialog.
% status 0 - if the user tries to select more than 2
features
% 1 - otherwise
% hobject handle to the most recent checkbox
global bandindices;
if length(band indices)--2;
warndlg('You can not select more than two
featuresi','Warning','replace');
set(hObject,'Value',0); % unselect the most recent
checkbox
status - 0; % denotes invalid status
else
status - 1; % denotes valid status
end
% --- Executes on mouse press over uipanell background.
function uipanellButtonDowncn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to uipanell (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars




% hObject handle to featureSpace Time (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars
% --- Executes on buttonDown in timePlot, powerPlot and
featureSpaceTime.
function [flag] - isInSelectionode(hObject, eventdata)
%#ok<INUSD>
% checks whether zoom or selection mode is enabled and flags
appropriately.
%
% flag false - buttonDown/zoom was in powerPlot
% true - buttonDown/zoom was in featureSpaceTime
or timePlot and zoom is disabled.
% hObject handle to the current axes
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
flag - -isAllowAxesZoom(zoom,gca);




% if the new point is the same as the previously
selectedPoint, then the
% point is returned to its original view in featureSpaceTime
and
% unhighlighted in timeplot and powerPlot. otherwise, the
previously
% selectedPoint is returned to it's original view in timePlot
and
% powerPlot, and unhighlighted in timePlot and powerPlot, and
the new point
% is set as the selectedPoint and highlighted as an asterisk
with a new
% color. the corresponding points in the timePlot and
powerPlot are also
% highlighted.
% hObject handle to the featureSpace Time axes

























(selectedPoint Time, 'Marker' , selectedPointMarkerTime, 'Color',
selectedPointColorTime);
set
(selectedPoint-line_tpTime, 'Visible' , 'off' , 'HandleVisibility'
,'off');
set





(selectedPoint Time, 'Marker' , selectedPointmarkerTime, 'Color',
selectedPointColorTime); % if selectedPoint is empty, then
nothing changes here
set
(selectedPoint-linetpTime, 'Visible', 'off' , 'Handlevisibility'
,'Off');
set






ylimtp - get(h timePlot,'YLim');
ylimpp - get(h_powerPlot,'YLim');
if selectedPointMarker Time-'.'
% point belongs to the learning set
selectedTimeTime - learnpts time(find
(learnpts-time(:,1)=-hObject),2); %#ok<FNDSB>
selectedPoint linetpTime = plot
(htimePlot,selectedTimeTime,ylim-tp(1), 'MarkerFaceColor',




[0.749 0 0.749],'MarkerEdgeColor',[0.749 0
0.749],'Marker','*');
else




















(selectedPointPower, 'Marker' , selectedPointMarkerPower, 'Color
',selectedPointColorPower);
set





(selectedPointPower, 'Marker' , selectedPointMarker Power, 'Color
',selectedPointColorPower); % if selectedPoint is empty, then
nothing changes here
set
(selectedPointlineppPower, 'Visible' ,'off', 'HandleVisibility
','off');
selectedPointPower-hObject;









selectedPoint lineppPower = plot
(h_powerPlot,seletedTimePower,ylim_pp(1),'MarkerFaceColor',




selectedPoint lineppPower - plot
(hpowerPlot,seletedTimePower,ylimpp(1), 'MarkerFaceColor',








% --- Executes on button press in showFeatureSpace.
function showFeatureSpace Callback(hobject, eventdata,
handles) %#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% toggles between the featureSpaceTime and the
featureSpacePower,
% 'shows'/hides' the contours, legends and adjusts the
allowAxesZoom for
% the featureSpaces appropriately.
% hObject handle to showFeatureSpace (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB





set(handles.featureSpacePower, 'Visible' , 'on');
set(get
(handles.featureSpacePower, 'Children'), 'Visible' , 'on');
set(handles.featureSpaceTime,'Visible','off');
set( get
(handles.featureSpaceTime, 'Children'), 'Visible' , 'off');
showClassifier_Callback(0,0,handles);
showLearnSetCallback (0, 0, handles);
showClassifySet_.Callback( 0,0 ,handles);
showunmarkedPointsCallback (0,0, handles);
set(handles.showFeatureSpace, 'String' , 'Time Channel');
else
isFSTimeVisible - 1;
set(handles.featureSpaceTime, 'Visible' , 'on');
set(get
(handles.featureSpaceTime, 'Children'), 'Visible' , 'on');
set(handles.featureSpacePower,'Visible','off');
set(get





set(handles.showreatureSpace, 'String' , 'Power Channel');
end
clearvars
% --- Executes on button press in linear.
function linearCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to linear (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of linear
clearvars
% --- Executes on button press in polynomial.
function polynomial Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to polynomial (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of
polynomial
clearvars
% --- Executes on button press in radialBasis.
function radialBasisCallback(hobject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to radialBasis (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject, 'Value' ) returns toggle state of
radialBasis
clearvars
% --- Executes on button press in sigmoid.
function sigmoidCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD, DEFNU>
% hObject handle to sigmoid (see GCBO)
100
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of sigmoid
clearvars
--- Executes on string change in linear C.
function linear_C_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to linear C (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = get(hObject,'String') returns linear C
contents as cell array
% contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item
from linear C
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function linear_C_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to linear C (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on string change in polyC.
function polyC_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to polyC (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = get(hbject,'String') returns poly_C
contents as cell array
% contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item
from poly-C
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function poly_C_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to poly C (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on string change in rbf C.
function rbf_C_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to rbf C (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = get(hobject,'String') returns rbf C
contents as cell array
% contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item
from rbf C
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function rbf_C_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to rbf C (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on string change in sigmoidC.
function sigmoidCCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to sigmoid C (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = get(hObject,'String') returns sigmoid_C
contents as cell array
% contentsiget(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item
from sigmoid C
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function sigmoidCCreatercn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to sigmoidC (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on string change in g.
function gCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to g (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of g as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
g as a double
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function gCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
101
% --- Executes on button press in computeSVM.
function computeSVM Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% the new contour is drawn using the specified color and the
contour
% collection is ipdated using the computeSVM helper function
for each of
% the kernel functions which is 'checked'. it also hides the
most recent
% contour if there exists one and the user has selected the
show 'recent'
% classifier option.
% for each of the 'unchecked' kernel functions, all the
classifiers are
% made invisible.
% also, if either polynomial or radial kernel functions have
been checked
% and the respective contour exists, a legend is shown for the
reduced set
% classifier. otherwise the legend is hidden.
%
% hObject handle to computeSVM (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
























(linear ctr time.predictor, 'Visible' ,'off' , 'Handlevisibility',
'off');
if get(handles.showClassifierrecent,'Value') %







(linear ctrpower.predictor, 'Visible' , 'off', 'HandleVisibility'
,'Off');
if get(handles.showClassifier recent,'Value') S
just make the most recent one invisible
set(linear ctrpower.s o(1), 'Visible' ,'off');




linear ctr time - computeSVX(handles,['-t 0'],'g');
%#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % , ['-j ' get(handles.j,'String')], 'g-');
% ' -c ' get(handles.c,'String')], 'g-'); %#ok<NASGU>
else
linearctrpower - computesVM(handles,['-t 0'],'g');
%#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % , ['-j ' get(handles.j,'String')], 'g-');
% ' -c ' get(handles.c,'String')], 'g-'); %#ok<NASGU>
end
else










(poly_ctrtime.predictor, 'Visible' ,'off', 'HandleVisibility' ,'o
ff');
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to g (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on string change in c.
function cCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSDDEFNU>
% hObject handle to c (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of c as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
c as a double
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function c_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to c (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on string change in j.
function jCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hobject handle to j (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of j as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
j as a double
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function jCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to j (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.






% --- Executes on button press in computeSVM.
function computeSVM Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL, DEFNU>
% the new contour is drawn using the specified color and the
contour
% collection is ipdated using the computeSVM helper function
for each of
% the kernel functions which is 'checked'. it also hides the
most recent
% contour if there exists one and the user has selected the
show 'recent'
% classifier option.
% for each of the 'unchecked' kernel functions, all the
classifiers are
% made invisible.
% also, if either polynomial or radial kernel functions have
been checked
% and the respective contour exists, a legend is shown for the
reduced set
% classifier. otherwise the legend is hidden.
% hObject handle to computeSVM (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB




global rbf ctr time;









if linear ctr time.exists
set
(linear ctrtime.predictor, 'visible' ,'off', 'Handlevisibility',
'off');
if get(handles.showClassifier recent, 'Value') %







(linearctrpower.predictor, 'Visible' , 'off' , 'HandleVisibility'
, 'Off ');
if get(handles.showClassifier-recent,'Value') %






linear ctr time - computeSvN(handles,['-t 0'],'g');
%#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % , ['-j ' get(handles.j,'String')], 'g-');
% ' -c ' get(handles.c,'String')], 'g-'); %#ok<NASGU>
else
linearctrpower - computeSVM(handles,['-t 0'],'g');
%#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % , ['-j ' get(handles.j,'String')], 'g-');
% ' -c ' get(handles.c,'String')], 'g-'); %#ok<NASGU>
end
else










(polyctr-time.predictor, 'Visible' ,'off' , 'Handlevisibility' ,'o
ff');
if get(handles.showClassifier recent, 'Value')
just make the most recent one invisible
set(polyctr-time.smo(l), 'Visible', 'off');







(polyctrpower.predictor, 'Visible' ,'off' , 'HandleVisibility','
off');
if get(handles.showClassifierrecent,'Value') %








polyctr time - computeSVM(handles, [ '-t 1 -d
2'],'y'); %#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % -d ' get(handles.d,'String') ' -
s ' get(handles.s p,'String') ' -r ' get
(handles.r_p,'String')],'y-'); %#ok<NASGU>
else
poly-ctrpower - computeSVM(handles, '-t 1 -d
2'],'y'); %#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % -d ' get(handles.d,'String') ' -


















if rbf ctr time.exists
set
(rbf ctr time.predictor, 'Visible' ,'off' , 'Handlevisibility' ,'of
f ');
if get(handles.showClassifier recent,'Value') %
just make the most recent one invisible
set(rbf-ctr-time.smo(l),'Visible','off');
set(rbf ctr time.smo(2),'Visible','off');






(rbfctr_power.predictor, 'Visible' ,'off' ,'Handlevisibility' ,'o
ff' );
if get(handles.showClassifier recent,'Value') %
just make the most recent one invisible







rbf ctr time - computeSVH(handles,['-t 2'],'c');
%#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % -g ' get(handles.g,'String') ' -c ' get
(handles.c,'String') ' -j ' get(handles.j,'String')], 'c-');
%#ok<NASGU>
else
rbf ctrjower - computeSVH(handles,['-t 2'J,'c');
%#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % -g ' get(handles.g,'String') ' -c ' get










just make the most recent one invisible
set(poly_ctrtime.smo(l),'Visible' ,'off');
set(poly_ctrtime.smo(2),'Visible','off');






(polyctr_power.predictor, 'Visible', 'of f ', 'Handlevisibility','
off');
if get(handles.showClassifierrecent,'Value') %








polyctr time - computeSVH(handles,[ '-t 1 -d
2'],'y'); %#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % -d ' get(handles.d,'String') ' -
s ' get(handles.sp,'String') ' -r ' get
(handles.r 5p,'String')],'y-'); %#ok<NASGU>
else
poly_ctrpower - computeSVM(handles, [ ' -t 1 -d
2'],'y'); %#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % -d ' get(handles.d,'String') ' -


















if rbf ctr time.exists
set
(rbf _ctr time.predictor, 'Visible' ,'off' , 'Handlevisibility' ,'of
f' );
if get(handles.showClassifierrecent,'Value') %









(rbf ctrpower.predictor, 'Visible' ,'off',' Handlevisibility' ,'o
ff');
if get(handles.showClassifierrecent, 'Value')
just make the most recent one invisible
set(rbf ctr_power.smo(1), 'Visible', 'off');
set(rbf_ctrpower.smo(2),'Visible','off');
set(rbf ctr_power.red(1),'Visible','off');




rbf ctr time - computeSVM(handles,['-t 2'],'c');
%#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % -g ' get(handles.g,'String') ' -c ' get
(handles.c,'String') ' -j ' get(handles.j,'String')], 'c-');
%#ok<NASGU>
else
rbfctr_power - computeSVH(handles,['-t 2'],'c');
%#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % -g ' get(handles.g,'String') ' -c ' get




if rbf ctr time.exists






if sigmoid ctr time.exists
set
(sigmoid ctr time.predictor, 'Visible' , 'off' , 'Handlevisibility'
, 'Off ');
if get(handles.showClassifier recent,'Value')






(sigmoid ctrpower.predictor, 'Visible' , 'off' , 'Handlevisibility
, off ');
if get(handles.showclassifier-recent,'Value')





sigmoid ctr time - computeSV(handles,['-t 3'],'m');
%#ok<NBRAK,NASGU> % -s ' get(handles.ss,'String') ' -r ' get
(handles.r s,'String')],'m-'); %#ok<NASGU>
else
sigmoidctr_power - computeSVM(handles,('-t 3'],'m');













legend (handles. featureSpace Time, polyctrtime.redst








if rbf ctr time.exists











































fSTimeVisibility - get(handles.featureSpaceTime, 'Visible');
switch kertype
case '0'
c - str2double(get(handles.linearC, 'String'));
if c<-O || c>1000
warndlg('The linear bias should be greater than 0
and less than 1000','Warning','modal');
else
if strcmp(fsTimevisibility,'on')




amamodel - smo(data learn,
{'ker','linear','arg',[],'C',c)); % [c/11 c]}); brain radio
comparison
linear_ctr_time.mdl - smomodel;
linear ctr time.ama - [pline(smo_model,struct











{'ker','linear','arg',[],'C',c}); % [c/11 c]}); brain radio
comparison
linear ctrpower.mdl - smomodel;
linear ctr_power.smo - [pline( smamodel, struct
('line style' ,lineSpec)) linear ctr_power.smo];








if c<-O || c>1000
warndlg('The polynomial bias should be greater












polyctr time.mdl - red model;
polyctrtime.smo - [pboundary(smomodel,struct
('ine style' ,lineSpec)) poly_ctrtime.smo];



















psvmastruct - psvm(red model,struct
('color','k','sv',O,'margin',O,'background',O));
set(psvm_atruct.boundary, 'LineWidth' ,1.5);






c - str2double(get(handles.rbf C, 'String'));
g - get(handles.g, 'String');
if c<-O || c>1000
warndlg('The radial basis bias should be greater
than 0 and less than 1000','Warning','modal');
else
if strcmp(fSTimeVisibility,'on')





smomodel - so (data learn, {'ker' ,'rbf' , 'arg' ,
0.5/str2double(g)^0.5});%,'C',c});
redmodel - rarbf(amomodel,struct('nsv' ,6));
redmodel.g - g;
rbfctrtime.mdl = red-model;
rbf ctr time.smo - (pboundary(smo_model,struct
('line style' ,lineSpec)) rbfctrtime.smo];









smomodel - smo(data learn,{'ker' ,'rbf' , 'arg',
0.5/str2double(g)^0.5});%,'C',c});
redmodel - rarbf(asmomodelstruct('nsv' ,6));
redmodel.g - g;
rbf_ctr_power.mdl - red model;
rbfctrpower.smo - [pboundary
(smo_model,struct( 'line style' ,lineSpec)) rbf ctrpower.smo];
rbfctr_power.red - [pboundary





c - str2double(get(handles.sigmoid C,'String'));
if c<-0 || c>1000
warndlg('The sigmoid bias should be greater than 0








smomodel = smo(data learn,{'ker', 'sigmoid'});
%,'C',c});%'arg',[0.7 10]});%,'C',c});
sigmoid ctr time.mdl - smo model;









smomodel - smo(data-learn,{'ker', 'sigmoid'});
%,'C',c});%'arg',[0.7 10]});%,'C',c});
sigmoidctrpower.mdl - smomodel;







% --- Helper function for computeSVM Callback.
function ctr - computeSVH(handles, mdlParams, lineSpec)
% if both the classification and learning sets (of powers) are
non-empty,
% it checks to see that the regularization constant parameter
(trade-off
% between error and complexity) provided for each of the
kernel functions
% is valid and displays a warning dialog if it's not.
% collection(s) of contours is/are modified depending on the
kernel type
% and the new contour(s) is/are drawn in the featureSpace Time
under the
% lineSpec provided.
% the corresponding models are also updated for use when the
parameters are
% to be written to the text file.
% the 'showClassifier' option and the 'all', 'recent' radio
buttons are
% also enabled.









% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% mdlParams array containing the kernel type and
corresponding parameters


















if -time channel exists
ctr.exists-0; ctr.TP-O; ctr.FP-0; ctr.TN-0;
ctr.FN=O;
warndlg('Please switch to the Power Channel view





Power - time channelpower;
learn start index - learnstartindex timepower;
learn end index - learnendindex time_power;
classifystartindex -
classifystart indextimepower;
classifyendindex - classifyendindex timepower;
else
if -powerchannelexists
ctr .exists-0; ctr . TP-O; ctr. FP-0; ctr .TNO0;
ctr.FN=O;
warndlg('Please switch to the Time Channel view
















powerchannel min - min(Power.data, [],1);
powerchannel max - max(Power.data, [],1);
powerchannel_rng - powerchannel max-power_channel_min;
Power_learn.data - (Power.data
(learnstartindex:learnendindex,:)-repmat(powerchannel min
(1,: ),[learn end index-learnstart index+1 1]))./repmat
(power channelrng(1,:), [learn endindex-learnstartindex+I
1]);
Power learn.indicator - Power.indicator
(learnstartindex:learnendindex,:);
Power learn.time axis - Power.time axis
(learnstartindex:learnendindex,:);
Power learn valid.data = setdiff
(Power learn.data,Powerlearn.data(logical
(Power learn.indicator-3),:),'rows');




Power learn statel.indicator - Power learn.indicator
(logical(Power learn.indicator==1),:);
Powerlearn state2.data - Powerlearn.data(logical
(Powerlearn.indicator2),:);
Power learn state2.indicator - Power learn.indicator
(logical(Power-learn.indicator=-2),:);
if isempty(Powerlearnstatel.data) || isempty
(Power-learnstate2.data)
ctr.exists-0; ctr.TP=O; ctr.FP=O; ctr.TN-0; ctr.FN-0;
ctr.latencyminO; ctr.latencymax - 0;
warndlg('There should be at least one continuous









data learn.x = [Power learn_statei.data;
106
Power learn state2.data]';
datalearn.y = [Power learnstatel.indicator;
Power learn state2.indicator]';
data learn.name - 'Train Set';
datalearn.dim - size(data-learn.X,l);
data learn.numsdata - size(data-learn.X,2);
ctr = computeSvmHhelper
(handles, data-learn, kertype, lineSpec);
elseif get(handles.cv holdOut, 'Value')











(statel trainIndices,:); Power learn state2.data
(state2_trainndices, :) ]';
data learn.y - [Power_learnstatel.indicator
(statel trainlndices,:); Power learn state2. indicator
(state2_trainIndices,:)]';
data learn.name = 'Train Set';
datalearn.dim - size(data learn.X,1);




(statel testlndices,:); Power learn state2.data
(state2_testIndices, :) ]';
datatest.y - [Power_learnstatel.indicator
(statel-testIndices,:); Power learn state2.indicator
(state2_testindices, :)]';
[pred, dfce] - svaclass(data-test.X,ctr.mdl);
datatest.y_ - datatest.y*3-pred;
datatest.TN - length(find(data test.y_-2));
datatest.FN = length(find(data-test.y --5));
datatest.FP = length(find(data-test.y_-1));
datatest.TP = length(find(data test.y_=-4));
cvholdOut stats(l,i) - datatest.TP/(data-test.TP
+data test.FN)*100;
cvholdOut stats(2,i) - datatest.TN/(data test.FP
+datatest.TN)*100;
cvholdOut stats(3,i) = (datatest.TP
+data_ test. TN) / (datatest. TP+datatest.FN+datatest.FP
+datatest.TN)*100;
cvholdOut stats(4,i) - mean(dfce);
end
disp(' ');
disp('Statistics for Hold Out Cross Validation');
disp( '----------------------------------------'
disp(cv holdout stats);









(1: length(Power learnstatel .data(:, 1) ), state1_partitions
(i,:)),:); Powerlearnstate2.data(setdiff(1:length
(Power learnstate2. data(:, 1 ) ) , state2_partitions (i, : )) , : ) ] ' ;
datalearn.y " [Power_learnstatel.indicator
(setdiff(l:length(Powerlearnstatel.data(:,
1)),statelpartitions(i,:)),:); Power learn state2.indicator
(setdiff(1:length(Power learnstate2.data(:,
1)),state2_partitions(i,:)),:)]';





datatest.X = [Power learnstatel.data
(statelpartitions(i,:),:); Power learn state2.data
(state2_partitions(i,:),:)]';
datatest.y - [Power learnstatel.indicator
(statel_partitions(i,:),:); Power learn state2.indicator
(state2_partitions(i,:),:)]';
[pred, dfce] = svmclass(data-test.X,ctr.mdl);
datatest.y_ - data test.y*3-pred;
datatest.TN = length(find(data test.y_=2));
datatest.FN - length(find(data test.y-=5));
datatest.FP = length(find(data-test.y_-1));
datatest.TP - length(find(data-test.y_-4));
cv_kFoldstats(l,i) = data test.TP/(datatest.TP
+datatest.FN)*100;
cvkFoldstats(2,i) = data test.TN/(datatest.FP
+datatest.TN)*100;





disp('Statistics for K Fold Cross Validation');
disp( - ------------------------------- '
disp(cv kFold stats);
else
error('No Cross Validation Method selected. It should
never enter here!');
end
disp('end - Computing Classifier using smo() and
reduced_set()');
Power classify.data = (Power.data
(classify_startindex:classifyendindex, : )-repeat
(powerchannel min(l,:),[classifyendindex-
classifystartindex+l 1])) . /repsat(powerchannel rng(1,:),
[classifyendindex-classifystart index+I 1]);




Power classifyvalid.data - setdiff
(Power classify.data,Power classify.data(logical
(Power classify.indicator-3),:), 'rows');
Power classifyvalid.indicator - Powerclassify.indicator
(logical(Powerclassify. indicator-3),:);
Power classifystatel.data = Power classify.data(logical
(Power classify.indicator-1),:);
Power classifystatel.indicator - Powerclassify.indicator
(logical(Powerclassify.indicator1),:);
Power classifystate2.data - Power classify.data(logical
(Power classify.indicator-2),:);
Power classifystate2.indicator - Powerclassify.indicator
(logical(Power classify. indicator-2),:);
if get(handles.wrapClassifier none, 'Value')
m - 1; n = 1;
n_window - zeros(l,n); index_n_window - 1;




index n-window - 1; % start over again
else
if index n window<-n
[n window(1,index-n window), dfce] -
svmclass(Power-classify.data(i,:)' ,ctr.mdl); %#ok<NASGU>
Power classify.predictor(i,1) - n-window
(1,index-n-window);
index n window - index_n_windowl;
else
[ytemp, dfce] - svclass
(Power classify.data(i,:)' ,ctr.mdl); %#ok<NASGU>














(Power classify.indicator==3),l) - 3;
ctr.latency_min - 1000/Power.Fs;
ctr.latencypax - ctr.latencymin;
elseif get(handles.wrapclassifier mofn, 'Value')
m - str2double(get(handles.mofn m, 'String' )); n -
str2double(get(handles.mDfn n, 'String'));




for i-l:length(Power classify.data(:, 1))
if Power classify.indicator(i,1)-3
indexa nwindow - 1; % start over again
else
if index n window<-n




index n window = index n window+1;
else
[y_temp, dfce] - symclass
(Power classify.data(i,:)',ctr.mdl);










h - plot(Power classify.data(i,









(Power classify.indicator=3),1) = 3;





error('No Wrapper option selected for the Classifer.
It should never enter herel');
end




ctr.FP - length(find(y --1));
ctr.TP - length(find(y_-4));
TPR - ctr.TP/(ctr.TP+ctr.FN) %#ok<NOPRT,NASGU>
FPR - ctr.FP/(ctr.TN+ctr.FP) %#ok<NOPRT,NASGU>
if strcmp(fsTimeVisibility,'on')
ylim - get(handles.timePlot, 'YLim');
ctr. predictor - plot
(handles.timePlot,Powerclassify.timeaxis,
(Power classify.predictor+0.2)*(ylim(2)-ylim(1) )*0.25+ylim










set(handles.showClassifier recent, 'Enable' , 'on');
else
ctr.exists=O; ctr.TP-O; ctr.FP=O; ctr.TN=0; ctr.FN-0;
ctr.latencymin=O; ctr.latencymax - 0;
warndlg('Please load a file with time channel or power
channel data before proceedingi','Warning','modal');
end
% - Executes on button press in showClassifier.
function showClassifierCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% if the checkbox is 'checked', then depending on whether
'all' or 'recent'
% option is selected, 'all' or 'recent' contours are displayed
for existing
% contours, the legend is displayed (for polynomial and
radialBasis
% kernels) andthe 'recent', 'all' radio buttons are enabled.
% if the checkbox is 'unchecked', all the existing contours
are made
% invisible, the legend is hidden and the 'recent', 'all'
radio buttons are
% disabled.
% <look at showClassifier recentCallback,
showClassifier all Callback>
%
% hObject handle to showClassifier (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)





global poly ctr time;
global rbfctrtime;











































































legend (h featureSpace, 'show');
end
set(handles.showClassifier all,'Enable' ,'on')




















set(handles. showClassifierrecent, 'Enable', 'off')
end
clearvars
% --- Executes on button press in showClassifier all.
function showClassifierallCallback(hObject, eventdata,
handles) %#ok<INUSL ,DEFNU>
% if the 'all' radio button is checked, then all the contours
are made
% visible for each type given the contour(s) exist(s) for that
type.
% otherwise, the 'all' radio button is checked and the
'recent' radio
% button is unchecked to make sure that exactly one of the two
options is
% selected at all times.
%
% hObject handle to showClassifier all (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
























- linear ctr time;
= polyctr time;
- rbf ctr time;
- sigmoid ctr time;





























set(handles.showClassifier all, 'Value' ,1);
clearvars
% --- Executes on button press in showClassifier recent.
function showClassifierrecentCallback(hObject, eventdata,
handles) %#ok<INUSL , DEFNU>
% if the 'recent' radio button is checked, then all the
contours are made
% invisible and the most recent contour is made visible for
each of the
% types given the contour(s) exist(s) for that type.
% otherwise, the 'recent' radio button is checked and the
'all' radio
% button is unchecked to make sure that exactly one of the two
options is
% selected at all times.
%
% hObject handle to showClassifier recent (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of
showClassifier recent
global h featureSpace time;
global h-featureSpacepower;
global linearctrtime;
global poly ctr time;
global rbf ctr time;

























































% --- Executes on button press in showLearnSet.
function showLearnSetCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% the learning set points in the featureSpace Time are made
% visible/invisible.
% hObject handle to showLearnSet (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)































% --- Executes on button press in showClassifySet.
function showClassifySetCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#4ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% the classification set points in the featureSpaceTine are
made
% visible/invisible.
% hObject handle to showClassifySet (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)






fSTimeVisibility - get(handles.featureSpaceTime, 'Visible');
fsPowerVisibility - get(handles.featureSpace Power, 'Visible');
if time channel-exists && strcmp(fsTimeVisibility,'on')
if get(handles.showClassifySet,'Value')





















% --- Executes on selection change in playspeed.
function playspeedCallback(hobject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hobject handle to play speed (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = get(hobject,'String') returns playspeed
contents as cell array
% contents{get(hObject,'Value')} returns selected item
from play speed
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function playspeed CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEEFNU>
% hObject handle to playspeed (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
110
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.
if ispc && isequal(get(hObject,'BackgroundColor'), get
(0,'defaultuicontrolBackgroundColor'))
set(hObject, 'BackgroundColor', 'white' );
end
clearvars
% --- Executes on button press in playBtn.
function playBtnCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFrNU>
% first, it makes sure that showClassifySet is selected anf if
not, the
% play command is ignored.
% sets isPlaying to 1 to indicate that the movie is playing,
makes the
% pauseBtn visible, stopBtn enabled and hides the playBtn. it
also makes
% the classification points on featureSpaceTime invisible and
then redraws
% them one by one in a loop with a small delay to give the
effect of a
% movie.
% there are checks in the loop to break out (if stop is
pressed) and or
% store the current index (if pause is pressed). at the end of
the loop, if
% the movie had played until the very end, all the
classification points in
% the featureSpaceTime are made visible and the
classification part on the
% timePlot is plotted again. and, it sets the playBtn to be
visible, the
% pauseBtn to be invisible and the stopBtn to be disabled. the
isPlaying
% and paused_j_val are also reset.
% hObject handle to playBtn (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
ATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% global classifystart index;












global classifyend index time;
global classify-startindextimepower;






timePlotVisibility - get(handles.timePlot, 'Visible');
if strcmp(fsTimeVisibility, 'on')
if -time channel exists
warndlg('Please switch to the Power Channel view






classify-pts - classify-pts time;
h_plot - handles.timePlot;
channel - timechannel;
classify-startindex - classifystartindex time;
classifyendindex - classifyendindex time;
else
visibility-' on';









if -power channel exists
warndlg('Please switch to the Time Channel view












classify-startindex - classify-start index-power;










(handles.play speed, 'Value' )});
n_frames - length(classifypts);
lent - (classifyend index-classifystart index+l)/
n_frames;






turn the featureSpace classification points invisible
set(classifypts(l:start-f,l),'Visible','on'); % turn the
first set of classification points visible
for j-paused j_val:nframes
if -isPlaying % 'stop' pressed
break
end




start t new-start t+len t;
movietmp-pts - [movietmppts plot
(hplot,channel.timeaxis(round(start t):round
(start t new-1) ),channel.data(round(start t):round
(start-t-new-1),:), 'Parent' ,h_plot, 'Color' ,'g' ,'Marker' ,'*','H
itTest' ,'off', 'Visible' ,visibility)]; %#ok<AGROW>
startt-start_t-new;
% featureSpace Time, Power










% --- Executes on button press in pauseBtn.
function pauseBtnCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% sets the isPlaying to -1 to indicate that the movie has been
paused (this
% is used by the playBtn_Callback). it also sets the pauseBtn
invisible and
% the playBtn visible.
%
% hObject handle to pauseBtn (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)







% --- Executes on button press in stopBtn.
function stopstn_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% resets the values for isPlaying and paused_j_val. sets the
playBtn to be
% visible, the pauseBtn to be invisible and the stopBtn to be
disabled. it
% also sets all the classification points in the
featureSpace Time visible
% and replots the classification part on the timePlot.
%
% hObject handle to stopBtn (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)

















fSTimevisibility - get(handles.featureSpaceTime, 'Visible');
timePlotVisibility - get(handles.timePlot,'Visible');
if strcmp(fsTimeVisibility, 'on')
if -time channel exists
warndlg('Please switch to the Power Channel view for






classify_pts - classify_pts time;
h_plot - handles.timePlot;
channel - time-channel;













warndlg('Please switch to the Time Channel view for












classifystart index - classifystart index_power;







% featureSpace _Time, _Power
set(classify_pts(:,l),'Visible','on'); % turn
the featureSpace_ classification points visible




set(handles.pauseBtn, 'Visible' , 'off');
set(handles.stopBtn,'Enable' ,'off');









% hObject handle to showunmarkedPoints (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of
showUnmarkedPoints
global timechannel exists;







fsTimeVisibility - get(handles.featureSpace Time,'Visible');
fsPowerVisibility - get(handles.featureSpacePower, 'Visible');
if time channel exists && strcmp(fsTimeVisibility,'on')
if get(handles.showUnmarkedPoints,'Value')
if get(handles.showLearnSet,'Value')














if power_channelexists && strcmp(fsPowerVisibility, 'on')
if get(handles.showUnmarkedPoints, 'Value')
if get(handles.showLearnSet,'Value')















function resetiarkingsCallback(hobject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to resetMarkings (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB





















as -1; no marking has begun














datatemp - load([data filepath filename]);
if time channel exists









showLearnSet Callback (0,0 ,handles);
showClassifySet Callback (0,0, handles);
showUnmarkedPointsCallback(0,0,handles);
clearvars
function sensitivityCallback(hobject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to sensitivity (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of sensitivity
as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
sensitivity as a double
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function sensitivityCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to sensitivity (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





function specificityCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFUU>
% hObject handle to specificity (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of specificity
as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
specificity as a double
clearvars
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% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function specificityCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to specificity (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.






function accuracyCallback(hobject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to accuracy (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of accuracy as
text
% str2double(get(hobject,'String')) returns contents of
accuracy as a double
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function accuracyCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to accuracy (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.






function latency_.min_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to latency min (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of latency_min
as text
% str2double(get(hobject,'String')) returns contents of
latency_min as a double
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function latencymin_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hobject handle to latency min (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





function latencymaxCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to latencymax (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
HATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of latency-max
as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
latencymax as a double
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function latency maxCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to latency max (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on selection change in showStatistics.
function showStatisticsCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
a
% hObject handle to showstatistics (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: contents = get(hObject,'String') returns
showStatistics contents as cell array























('%2.lf' ,linear ctr time.TP/(linearctrtime.TP
+linear ctr time.FN)*100));
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set (handles.specificity, 'String' , sprintf






set (handles.latency_min, 'String' , sprintf









set(polyctr-time.predictor, 'Visible' , 'on');
set (handles.sensitivity, 'String' , sprintf
('%2 . if' , polyctrtime. TP/(polyctrtime .TP+polyctr time.FN)
*100));
set (handles. specificity, 'String' , sprintf
('%2 . 1f ' , polyctrtime. TN/( polyctr time .TN+polyctrtime .FP)
*100));
set(handles.accuracy, 'String' ,sprintf( '%2.1f',
(polyctr time. TP+polyctrtime .TN) / (polyctr time . TP
+poly.ctr time.FN+polyctr time.TN+polyctrtime.FP)*100));
set (handles. latencyjmin, 'String' , sprintf
('%2 .0 f' , polyctr time.latencymin));
set(handles.latencymax, 'String' , sprintf
('%2 . O f' , polyctr time.latencymax));
else
set (polyctr-time. predictor, 'Vis ible' , 'off');
end
end
if rbf ctr time.exists
if strcmp(value,'Radial Basis')
set(rbf-ctr-time.predictor, 'Visible' ,'on');
set (handles. sensitivity, 'String' , sprintf





set(handles.accuracy, 'String' ,sprintf( '%2. if',







set(rbf-ctr-time.predictor, 'Visible' , 'off');
end
end
if sigmoid ctr time.exists
if strcmp(value,'Sigmoid')
set(sigmoid ctr time.predictor,'Visible' ,'on');
set (handles.sensitivity, 'String' , sprintf
('%2.lf' ,sigmoid ctr time.TP/(sigmoidctrtime.TP
+sigmoidctrtime.FN)*100));





+sigmoidctrtime.FN+sigmoid ctr time.TN+sigmoidctr time.FP)
*100));
set(handles . latencymMin, 'String' , sprintf
('%2. 0f' ,sigmoid ctr-time.latencymin));
set (handles. latencymax, 'String' , sprintf












set (handles.specificity, 'String' , sprintf
('%2. if ',linear ctrpower.TN/( linear ctrpower.TN
+linearctrpower.FP)*100));
set(handles.accuracy,'String',sprintf('%2.1f',
(linear ctrpower .TP+linear ctrpower . TN) / ( linear-ctr-power .TP
+linearctr_power.FN+linearctrpower.TN+linearctrpower.FP)
*100));










set(polyctr_power.predictor, 'Visible' , 'on');
set(handles.sensitivity,'String',sprintf
('%2. if' ,polyctrpower.TP/( polyctrpower.TP
+polyctrpower.FN)*100));
set(handles.specificity, 'String' , sprintf
('%2. if' ,polyctrpower.TN/ ( poly_ctrpower.TN
+poly-ctr-power .FP)*100));




('%2. 0f' ,polyctrpower.latency min));








set(rbf ctrpower.predictor, 'Visible' ,' on');
set(handles .sensitivity, 'String' , sprintf
('%2. 1f' , rbf ctrpower. TP/ (rbfctrpower.TP+rbfctrpower. FN)
*100));
set(handles.specificity, 'String' , sprintf
('%2. If',rbfctrpower.TN/(rbf_ctrpower.TN+rbf_ctrpower.FP)
*100));




















set(handles.accuracy, 'String' ,sprintf( '%2 .1f',
(sigmoid-ctrpower.TP+sigmoid ctrpower.TN)/
(sigmoid-ctr_power .TP+sigmoid ctrpower .FN
+sigmoidctrpower.TN+sigmoidctrpower.FP)*100));
set(handles.latencymin, 'String' ,sprintf
('%2. 0f' ,sigmoid ctrpower.latencymin));
set (handles.latencymax, 'String' , sprintf







% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
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function showStatisticsCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to showStatistics (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: popupmenu controls usually have a white background on
windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





% --- Executes on mouse press over figure background, over a
disabled or inactive control, or over an axes background.
function figurelWindowButtonUpFCn(hObject, eventdata,
handles) %#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to figurel (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
clearvars
function mOfn_mCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%$ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to mOfn m (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of mOfn m as
text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
mOfn m as a double
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function m0fn_m_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hobject handle to mOfn m (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.






function mofn_n_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFINU>
% hObject handle to mOfn n (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of mOfn n as
text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
mOfnn as a double
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function mOfn_n_CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNIU>
% hObject handle to mOfnn (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
Creatercns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.










% hObject handle to wrapClassifier none (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)





set (handles.wrapClassifier _Wfn, 'Value' , 0);
set(handles.wrapClassifier hmm,'Value' ,0);
clearvars





% hObject handle to wrapClassifier mOfn (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)












% hobject handle to wrapClassifierhmm (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)





set(handles.wrapClassifier mOfn, 'Value' , 0);
set(handles.wrapClassifierhmm,'Value',l);
clearvars
% --- Executes on button press in cv none.





% hObject handle to cv none (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)








% --- Executes on button press in cv holdOut.




% hObject handle to cv holdOut (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hint: get(hObject,'Value') returns toggle state of
cv holdout
set(handles.cv none, 'Value' ,0);






% --- Executes on button press in cv kFold.
function cv kFoldCallback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSL,DEFNU>
%
% hObject handle to cv kFold (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
4ATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)








function holdOut_p_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hobject handle to holdOut p (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of holdOut_p
as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
holdOut p as a double
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function holdout_p_CreateFcn(hbject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to holdOut p (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.






function krold_k_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to kFoldk (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of kFold k as
text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
kFold k as a double
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function kFold_k CreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to kFoldk (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
% See ISPC and COMPUTER.





function holdout_n_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to holdOutn (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles structure with handles and user data (see
GUIDATA)
% Hints: get(hObject,'String') returns contents of holdOut n
as text
% str2double(get(hObject,'String')) returns contents of
holdOut n as a double
clearvars
% --- Executes during object creation, after setting all
properties.
function holdoutnCreateFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
%#ok<INUSD,DEFNU>
% hObject handle to holdOut n (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
% handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
% Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
a see ISPC and COMPUTER.






% --- Executes on mouse press over axes background.
function powerPlotButtonDownFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles)
% hobject handle to powerPlot (see GCBO)
% eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
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